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Introduction.
BROm'i II IG * S DP.AT TAS
.
Na2;ie : - St raffo rd , a tragedy
,
Date:- 18.37, written for Macready.
Scene and setting:- r'ngland in t irne of Charles I; historical
in mat erial.
Theme:- the struggle betv/een devotion to King af-^ainst devotion
to coi^nti'y.
Plot:- the story dec^ls with the unselfish allegionce of
Strafford to -810 woak and unprincipled Charles 1, and
the f^mer's final imxjeaclimont and execution hy order of
the King.
Strongly Liarkod characters:- Strafford, Pyms, Charles I.
R;.blica,tion: - 1837, April.
Sta^re-productions : - Conv ait O-arden Theater, ¥3.y 1, 1837; By
th e London Brovning Societ.y, the Strand, Dec. 1B86;
Oxford Til -later, Fe"b. 1?., 1890; Univerrity of f'felbourne,
Australia, 1096.

Strafford - concluded.
1
Criticisms, adverse:- subjective; no underplot of love; no
1 3 5
humor i.e. draiuatic contrast; characters unreal; ol^scure:
^ 6
unpoetical except Act. V; confused, lacks clejarness; a
6
histor:, rather than a draina; "sentimentality the curse of
6 6
tlie play"; unmotivated.
4
Criticisms^ favora>>le:- often draiTiatic in situations.
1 2
Stedman, Vic^oriaJn_J'oet_s , pp 308-309; Z^O].''rT_in^_Guide_J5o_o]i,
3
G. V/. Cooke, pp 408-413; Brcnvnin^:, F.dvr. Dovdon, p 61;
4
Introductioji, in Porter - Clarke Edition Brovming*s Works*
5
to vol. 2, p XVII; Tli^ praji]a,_Its_La^s_
6
El i zali oth V-^o o dbr idr e , p 124; ^ ZP^^rZ '_PX ^^L^Z^JF-'lL^'^'^il^''
Stopford Brooke, pp 226-228.
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Kame:- Pipr)a Passes, a drama.
Date:- 1841.
Scene and setting:- Asolo in the Trevisan; not historical
in 1,1at crial •
Theme:- the indirect influence of a small, ©"bscure life upon
those hif:her in posit ion but lower in spiritual pov/er.
Plot:- in structure, "a series of dramatic episodes, each
givini^: some crucial point in the moral development of the
1
characteirs portrayed". Stor:^ deals v-i tli a little silk-
v/indin/T f^ii'l v;ho on Nev Year's day, a holiday, goes about
the streetr of Asclo singin^j; simple, pure songs which
are overheard "by four groups of characters, who have
performed, or are meditating, evil deeds, and who, by
these songs, are recalled from their crimes.
Strongly marl^ed characters:- Pippa, Ottima, Sebald, LiRgi,
Monsignor.
Publication:- 184-1, ITo. I of Bells and Pomegranates.
St a^:e -pro duct ions: - by the Post on Prowning Society, Kay 23,
1899; generally repeated over I-^ew England; ¥evr York,
•1907.
i!
I
i
j
1
i
i
Pippa Passes - concluded.
2 2
Criticisms, Advei*se:- too intellectual; sub.iective; void
2 3
of lyi'ic eCJ^ace; lacks tenderness;
Criticisms, I'avorabJ.e: -po^sessesan intense ari pass ionate
2 4
beauty; also a soft simplicity; "is pleasant, f^-raceful
4 ' 4
hapxjy"; its indirect teaching; full of truth s.nd beauty;
4
possesses tf';reat lyric beauty.
1
Introduction, in Porter - Clai-ke Edition of Broking's v^orks,
2
to volume containing Pippa Passes; JZict.o.rjjin_ Poet s^,__E. C.
3
Stedman, pp 316-318; Robert E rovm ing , Life and Letters, Mrs.
4
Orr, vol I, p lo7; JThe PjDetr^'.J'jf Ppliert^^^^ Brooke, pp
240-41.
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Naiae:- King: Victor and King Charles, a tra^redj^.
Da-ce:- 1842.
Scene and setting:- 1730-1731; Sardinia; historical in
mat erial.
'nicnc:- the sti-uggle "between love of a father an d love cf
country: abstractly, betv.^een honesty an d duplicity.
Plot:- the story deals ritli the abdication of ti-io aged King
of Sardinia after jiaving involved his state in difficul-
ties, in favor of his son Charles; but v^hen matters are
again secure he ^'/ises to resume his office, and Charles
v/ith misgivings, coincides and again crowns his father,
vrho dies shortly after.
Strongly marked chai'act cj-s : - Charles, d'Ormea.
Pmblicat ion:- 1842, ITo. II, Bells and Pomegi'anates.
St ^e-product ions: - none.
2 2
Criticisms, adverse:- un in t Ofe sting in plot;' quite unpoetical;
2
not a drama but a study of soul-situat ions ;
1 2
Criticisms, favorable: - statel3^; conventional in form.
1
Vict o_riaii^ Ppet_s , St edman, pp 310-313.
2
Poeti-y of Rob^eiit_Brpimi,ng_, Brooke, pp 228-230.
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Naino:- ThR Kotiuni of the Druses, a tra,a:edy.
Date:- 1843,
Scene and sotting:- 14-; an island in the Aef:ean; not histor-
ical in material.
ThOLic:- a stru^^cle between truth ytid duplicity; or specifi-
cally "betv^een personal and national love.
Plot:- the stoiT/ deals r/it?i a 3^ounf^ Druse who assumes divinity
in order to ^^-ain the confidence of his people to rescue
them from political and religious tyrannj^; he dies, but
his plan succeeds. An intense spiritual struggle affords
a sub-plot, in caiflicts between faith and "S disbelief
under vai-ious aspects.
Strongly marked characters:- Djabal, Loys, Anael.
Publication:- 1843, No. IV, Eells and Pomegranates.
Sto^fe-product ions: - by i:oston Erov/ning Society, Boston, T'^arch
,
25, 1902; repeated Kay 6 and 7, 1903, Boston.
2 2
Criticisras, adverse:- coiirpl icated; sub.iective; "motives
2 2
doubled and redoubled"; ineffective on the stage;
3
"its poetry replaced by intellectual exercises".
1
Criticisms, favroable; - stately; more poetical than King
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The Return of the Dnises, - concluded.
li-Ct^il«andjan^_Char^e_s, and Strafford^ maizes fewer
2
unhappy efforts to analyse"; its c cnversat ions, more
2 2
connected; contains no political intrigue.
1
Xi^t o^^^is'-n. Pp-GtA.9 Stediiiaii, p 310.
2
T?ije l^o_etj^/'_of Jio]b_ert_Bi^o Brooke^ pp 230-1
Ii
!
i
i
i
!
1
Kajne:- The Blot in tho 'Scutcheon, a tragedy.
Date: - 1843, vn-itten for T-Tacreaclj^.
Scene and setting;:- 17-; En^lsr.d; not historical In material.
Theme:- a stra^g-le tetroen love of honor a.nd a personal
affect io.n.
Plot:- the Ptorr de-3l.s ^-'itli the dishonorable hut innocent
love of tv/o young nobles, Mildred ^nd ?fertoiin, the dishono]
of v'hose deed is avenged b.y I'ildred's brother, vrho kills
her lover and thcai himself, Mildred in her grief, also
dies.
Strongly marked charact egrs :- Mertoun, Mildred, Guendolen,
Thftrold.
Publication:- 1843, ITo. V, Bells and Pomegranates.
Stage-productions:- Drury Lane Theater, !Peb. 11, 1843;
Sadlers V/ells, ITov. 27, 1848; in 1885 by the London
Erov-nini-: Society; 1885, in V^ashington D. C. , U. S. A.
lat ei' in r.aine year in Boston a.nd ITev; York,
1
Criticisms, advei^se:- contains no relief from the tragedy;
1&3 3
the stor:' is "grossly improbable"; v/eak motivation;
2
ludicrously undramatic; ill- constructed and unnatural in
3
situations.
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T?ie P.lot in the 'Scutcheon - Hon eluded,
1
Criticisms, ravoralDle : - possesses grea.t tra|3:ic strength;
2 2
"broad in outline; possesses striking situations; is
3
the "finest of all Browning's dramas"; possesses passion
3 3
and poeti-y; exquisitly tender.
Victorian Poets, Stedrnan, p 314; Wning^Fdv;. DoA^den, p 68;
3
The_ Pp et il.'-„oil Rp;b_ert_B Brooke, pp 231-235.
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ITarie, Coloml-?e's Birthday, a play.
Date, 1844.
Scene and settin^^:- 16-; Juliers; not historical in material.
Theino:- t}ie stnj/rr-le hetv^een love and povrer.
Plot:- A young duches.^ is canpelled under the Salic law to
surrender her duchy to her cousin, who, for policy,
offers her marriage; she, prefers, hovrover, to retire as
the i^ife of a poor untitled inan vrhom she loves and so
forgoes a,ll chance of pover and luxury.
Stronglj/ raarked characters:- Colomhe, Valance, Berthold.
Publication:- 1844, No. VI, Bells and Pomeg ramat e s
•
Stage-productions:- Haymarket Theater, April 25, 1853; Boston,
Feb. 16, 1854; Philadelphia, March 31, 1854; London
Brov-ning Society, Jan. 1882; for the London Society Nov.
19, 1885; June 16 erd 18,1892 at Smith follege,
U. S. ;
on ITov. 30, 1894, Chicago; Jan. 24, 1895, Boston;
1895 Chicago; 1896, V/ellesley College.
2 . 2
Criticisms, Advorse:- "sub.iect too thin"; has little action;
2
there arc too many c onr.ionplac e characters; is unfit for
2
public represent at ion.
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Colombe's Birthday - Concluded.
1
Criticisms,_^favora-hle:- most natural and vanBom; fresh and
lovely; nearest o f Bro^rn in^o; ' s pla.ys to the true dra^na!
1
Xicto_rian_ Pp^t^, Stedman, pp 313-314;
2
IP^?P^J^/^±, ^^'^Il^-J^IlP^'II^lPM? Brooke, pp 235-236.

Kaiiie:- Luria, a tra^red^^.
Bate:- 1846.
Scene and settinfr.-
-1.4-; KLorence; not historical in material
Theme:- a stru^^^e l-)etvroen loyalty and re^onp-e.
Plot:- A youn^ Moor at the head of the Florentine army,
hearing: of treacherj^ against him at home is ^tempted to
averii^e himself on the distrustful city ?dth the aid of
his dex-oted armj^; tut he resists the temptation and
eventually kills himself; his soul struf^frles corapromise
a suh-plot«
Strongly marked character:- Luria.
Publication:- 1846, l^o. VIII Eells and Pomegranates.
Stage-productions:- iNone.
1&4 . 1
Criticisms, adverse:- poverty of action; prolonged monologues;
1 2
complicated; tedious details and facts of historj^; aim
3 3
of pla"^^ TxOt dramatic; characters v'eak except Luria.
1 45:1
Criticisms, favorable:- stately; excellent characterisation;
4
contrast of oriental and Latin natures good.
1 2
Vi ctorlaiL Zjl^ts , Stedman, pp 310-311; Porter-riarke Edition
3
Browning's Works, introduction to Vol III, p XXVII; Th_e Ppirtry
of Roh_ert_ B^rmTningjL PP 336-338.
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Kajiie:- ASoml's Tragedy.
Date:- 184''!.
Scene and setf
-i nrr . _ i . -r-i. .m^.. 15-; i^aen^,^; not historical in material
.
Theme:- the noral rotrop:rer?ion of a soul.
Plot:- in structure quite unconventional and irregular. A
some^yhat
..oak agitator a^rainst a political tyrant, unex-
pectedly finds himself 1i: e hero of the peo^.xe vrho s.-ppose
him, in an attack a^-ainst their i^ler, t o have been the
assailent. Because of his popularity he aspires to T^ecome
tyrant himself by one cleverer t^.^.n ..imsclf, and fails
in his design.
Strongly jaarked c};aracters: - Ogniben, Chiappino.
Publication:- 1846; v^ith Liir^ia^ formed Ko. VIII, Pells a.nd
Pomegranates.
Stage-product ions: - none.
Criticisms, adverse:- not dramatic in action al+hough highlj''
1 2 2
so in dialogue; lacks definiteness of tone; misnamed.
2
Criticisms, favorable:- second part is "ga:/ an--'' clever";
2
characters are admirably drav/n.
1 2
Ero\''n.i_ng, Ed^v. Dov/den, p 69; Il^e^ Ppet.y2''_of_ Ppb_ert_Ei^^^
Brooke, pp 238-240.
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Nanie:- In a Balcony.
Da1 e : - 1053.
Scene and setting:- ITo t jjne or place indicated; not histori-
cal in ];iatorial.
Theme:- a struggle beteeen love and jealouslj'-.
Plot:- in structure it is incomplete, being "equivalent to
2
the third or fourth act" of the usrual play. A young
courtier asl^s his queen for the hanc! of her protege', out
so indirectlj'- that he is thought to "be suing for the
queen's love; she returns it, and for a time misunder-
stands; when she learns the real facts the lovers are
doomed by her.
Strongly marked characters:- ]^Torbert, Honstance.
Publication:- 1855, T'Ten and Foraen,
St a^:e-product ions: - London Browning Societ3'-, 1884; Boston
Brovning Society, Jan. 18 and 19, 3 898; ITev? York, Oct.
26, 1900; Boston, May 9 and 10, 1901.
1
Criticisms, adverse:- little more than a situation; Constance
3
too subtle; her nature doubtful.
Criticisms, favorable:- finest of Brovning's emotional
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In a Balcony - nonclu-dod.
4 4
pooias; exquisite language.
1 2
Brm^n^ingj^ Edw. Dovrden, p 66; Handl^p o}'_t Kp'b_eiM:
3
Worksji_l.'rs • Orr, p 73; LoetQ^_oX Robert_Pto]to ErooP-e,
pp 340-343; Victorian Poets, Stedinan, pp 331-332,
iI
1
I
I
I
I
i
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Before taking up r detailed aocoimt of The Return of the Dru-
ses, we may with profit consider "briefly some of the qualities of
all of Jirov/nins's drames that distinguish them so definitely from
those of other writers of plsys. It is, of course, with t;hakespeare
,
as the master of ^'.nglish dramatists ,thpt we find i^rowning most fre-
quently compared. Yet it is manifestly unfair to judge him in that
way, for in so doing, we estimate the product of the nineteenth cent-
ury "by that of the sixteenth. The implication is always present
when v/e say that .brov/ning did not reach the same perfection of
result in some matter as Shakespeare , that l^rowning tried to do
what Shakespeare did and failed. Such, of course, is not the case.
It was not i^rowning's intention to do T/hat Shakespeare did. Their
objects are quite unlike.
This difference in aim is fundamental. It lies essentially
in their diverse ways of looking at the same thing^ in the relative
emphasis they put in their dramas upon the thought and the deed.
Shakespeare looks at the act first, and from that at the state of
mind that produced the act. i5rov-/ning ' s method is the converse of
this;he feels the inadequacy of acts to express motives and thought
so he proceeds at once to the source of an action, and tries to show
the state of mind which precedes and finally results in certain
actions. The external act is of first importance to Shakespeare,
the spiritual state that results in an act, of first importance to
J3rowning.
This fundamenlaT^ presents, at the outset, an insurmountahle
difficulty in attempting to estimate one by the other. Their meth-
ods from the very first, are entirely dissimilar
. They cannot be
compered ;they cani^te contrasted. ;ny effort to show why one is
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"better than the other is futile.
This difference in method is regarded by certain critics as
a fault that destroys the f5raniatic value of ±5rowning-s pleys. It
is generally assumed that to he dramatic, a play must be objective,
and upon this assumption they condemn lirovming, in thst his plays
because of their emphasis upon the mental state, are decidedly sub-
jective in nature. i^ut that ob jectiveness nnd effectiveness go hand
in hand, and only so, is a matter hard to prove. They are generally
supposed to be inseparable, iJrowning's dramas are certainly sub-
jective, but he meant them to be so. He has been sain to concern
himself with the soul life of his characters at the expense of
their actions. Ke is avowedly a student of the mind and soul,-
in the introduction to :iordello he Sfiys,"r.ly stress lay on the in-
cidents in the development of a soul: little else is worth study"-
fev/ v/ill deny that, nut the assertion that because he is subjectiv^
he is not dramatic may ,st least be doubted.
it has been Sfiid too.thft in the choice of ch^rpcters , in
effective grouping of them, and in the invention of dramatic situa-
tions, "'the Klizabethati dramatists and those of ';ueen "nne's day"'
far excelled lirov/ning. But surr>ly one who is at all familiar with
-browning's plays can not readily admit that. Browning's characters
seera as real and vital ep Shakespeare's; and for picturesi.ue grouv:
ing and dramatic situations one can rarely find any,vhere more ef
effective scenes that those between Ottina and Sebald ,\'^alence and
3
Colorabf , and Djabel and /nael. Pater's assertion that i^rowning's
'see ^Jtedman's, Victorian >^oets,chap. 9,and Brooke's ,The Foetry of
h:obert Brovming.
'>jtedman's Victorian I'oets ,chapto->% 9. f

/r
"poetry Is preeminently the poetry o1: sitiiatlonsr His gift is
shown by the way he accepts such s cherecter and throws it into
some sitiiPtions or apprehends it in somt delicate pause of life
in which for a moment it hecomes ideal", seems far more true.
let f) critic 'in the ."drowning society ':'apers says of this
very thing: "Mr. J^rowning hns nothing of the purely theptricsl
instinct which is a poor oUhstitute for the dramatic feeling cf
the poet, hut is none the less fn indispensihle accessory. He
will not clinch f situation "by emphasizing its pathos he dis-
pises spectacular effect". If hy "spec^ular effeet the . critic
means a deliherate ly artifical attempt at tragic ,pat]ietic , or
garish stage-grouping, he is right, if , however , as seems more
likely,he means the careful and artistic grouping for effect
that shall enhance the spiritual significance of the situation,
then certainlj^ the statement see-is very sweeping.
The epigrammatic statement that "Shakespeare make? his
3
characters live ,-brovming makes his think",gives a wrong impress-
ion of the difference hetween the tw6 m.ethods. Browning's people
livn t-^-Til" as Shakespeare's; they are as real, as natural, as
much flesh and hlood. The emphasis is in the one case laid upon
the motive, in the other upon the act. There is action in hoth
caser- ,rnd. e-^-^ective action too- There is , in Hrown-'n^^- ' f host
constructed plays, as clear an inter-relation of characters , as
definite an interaction of one or r-'^other,as steady movement
^•:r.^:idney Lee. vol. 2 ,p. 94 ,hctv;een H 5-14V
.
i^i 'uc:^ D ' . -Pater jKenaissanco studies in Art -^ootry. p. 225-226 .
Bro'.vning ^iociety Papers, 2:1 A.Bynons.

id TG prompt C8.tr stroiDhe s , as in man;; of Shalies -
peare's plrys. It can scarcely "be said thpt there is no action.
'•-"^
-
-1 l-e more recsonc'bly eeld is that the action is \7eigjied
do'.vn with too rmich self analysis ,v/hich tends to make one lose
sight of the 8c'.ion. Kven here ,however ,v/e incline towsrd 8 compar-
ison v/ith what oth->'^- h ve said concerning th^' requirement? o^ the
drsme. .browning' has certainly depsrted from the sncient and univer-
sal law that action is the first and most inportpnt thing in dra-
rastic writing. The question is v/hether or not this new drcms thst
he has created, "a new drama of the soul," is not as valufj"ble ,as
effective, as proper an expression of nineteenth century ide8ls,as
is >:hakespeare ' s of the age in which he lived.
r<7rs. -Browning • s idea of the real nature of tlio drama, e:<-
prossed in Aurora Jjeigh,sets forth what was douhtless iirowning's
foelirg as v/ell as exempli^^ied in his productions. "I will write
no plays," she says , "because thf^ draraa.,leRS suhlime in this,makes
lower appeals , submits more menially , adopts the standard of the
public taste to chalk its height on- ris that .honoring to its
worth the drama,! would fear to keep it dovm to thr level of thr
2/
fool -lights And concluding ,which is clear, the growing drama
has outgrouTi such toys of stimulated stature, face and speech, it
also peradventure may outgrow the simulation of the painted scene,
boards , actors .promptness, gaslight , end costume, and taking for a
v;orthier stage thr soul itself, its shifting fancies snd celestial
lights,with all its grand orchestral silences, to keep the pauses
of the rhythmic sounds".
'iiook, 5,11. 267-271.
^
-.i^rnrfi l.Pigb Hnnk
,
,
.ol Q "^J^'OOk. 5 ,11 . 5:':A-,"4R .
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±5rowning has tnken for his stf:-ge "the soul itself",snd has
produced s new drarae of action ano thoLght , the tv/o T-jlenderl into
a complete, perfect unit. Certainly it can be decided ir, no hastj.
v;ay thfit his ploys pre not as correctly and ss effectively dramat-
ic, and as true representatives of the nineteenth century ss are
Shakespeare's of tho sixteenth.

The Return of the Dnises.
Of all Brovmin^'s dramas, 1^^ Re±yjin_of: t}i« Druses_iias
probably l^een the least criticised. There seems to l^e no real
reason for this negrlect, for thope fe^ critics who do enter
into any discussion of it, ^:enerall,y agree that it exhibits
more clearly than almost any play, P.ro?min^r's adherence to the
conventiynalities of drariatic writing where t^.ey do not raalre
impossible the main purpose of his drama. Yet there must be a
cai^se for this neglect and it is very probably to be found in
the fact tJiat The Return of Ih e Druses has been presented
publically only once, and that by the Browning Society of
Boston; and to the fact also, that the remote historical
nature of its sui^Jcct ^tter repels, rather than invites study.
In the remoteness of its setting we na.t: an illustration
of the fascination there was -for Frowning in the "nooks an"-""
curn ors of history''", in the little known crises of political
and spiritual situations in far-off, out-of-the-wa3'' places,
A lonely little island in +he Aegean is the scene of theacticn.
It is tlio hone however, of none of the a.ctors, the Druses, the
Franlcish nospitallers, t^^e "vcnetians, all having come to the
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island from various distant homes and fo,- various purposos.
But although the ^reneral situation is historical, that is, in
the presentation of the religion of the Druses, and perhaps in
their relation to tlie Knights-Hospitallers and the Venetians,
the plot is quite fictitious. The vhole story of the action
hangs upon one tenet of the Druse religion, a fact v^hich vriil
perhajjs vrarrant a, 'brief G^Jbemcnt here as to the nature of that
religion.
The Druse faith is suprx)serl to have origina-ted in "Kgypt
and to have been preached there first "by Hakeem Bemrillah,
1
sixtri Fc^tiiuite Caliph. He v'as a religious fanatic and reformer,
and so cruel a ruler -that little doubt is held as t o his in-
sanity. After consideralDle persecution he and his associate
Darazij secured in Cairo a small hut ardent follovring which never
increased greatly in size, and has at 1iie present tine prob-
ahly died out completely. Darazi was sent to 1hc Lebanon
where he won over most of the people, and is said
to have
given his n£^ne to tiie faith. With its failure at
r^iro,
Lebanon became the real center of the religion.
See Browning Guide Book, G. W. CooVe, pp
320-325.-
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Tho Dniscs arc in many ways?, a most mysterious peop3.e, -
they shov' a, remarka"ble ajiialgamat ion of races, Persian, Arab,
and sane of west frn ^lurope, Tlioj^ spea,k Arahic. Their re-
lif:ion^ vr?iich is an amal^-ramat ion also of many faiths, Christian-
ity, Moharamedanism, Zaroastrianism, is a. subject of the closest
secrecy to them. Thc?A are tolerant of o-iier religions, and
exti*eiaely iincoi/miunicat ive upon their 0T'n» Their most important
doctrine is tjiat of incarnation. They "believe that God has
ajjpeared in tlie rhape of man ten times, Piamriiiaii, tue found-
er I'ef-ardecl himself, and is re^rarded hy the Druses, a? the first
such manifestation. But beside these ten appearances they look
for a.nothci' final triujnphant coming of the TiOrd, or Hakeem,
who^ ith his Messiah^sh all est ablish his faith throughout the
v/orld. It is upon this doctrine of incarnation that Brov^ning
has based his play.
It is probable that a quarrel betv^een the Druses and the
Maronites in 1843, brought the Druses before Brov^ning's mind.
Up to that time they \^ere practically unknorn, for tiey v^ere
a most secretive, unprogressive people. T^rora 1i:e little that
is knovm, hov.-ever, it is likely +hat -aie exile of the Druses
from Lebanon^ and tlieir residence on an islet of the southern
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Sporades was BroFnin^:»s ovm invention, a. no historical account
-f H c an u^.ile and such a residence is to be found.
Such is the sctt::ji.,c. ejn.cj th e freneral bai?is of the plat of
this plaj^. It will he seen that the myc^t orious orientalism
of the reli^aon added to the sequestered nature of the spot
where tii e .action takes place^ tends to rnalce the whole appear
uninvitinfr; to the casual reader. In purel?/ external matters
there ip a rciaoteness from human interest v^hich is d iscourag-ing,
"but it is only in external natters that this remoteness is felt.
As soon ap one g-ets &, fairly definite idea of the ^^-eneral
situation and is able to concentrate his mind on the action
he finds that ttie charact ^ys, \'hile remote in a relifrious as
well as a {^eo^rraphical sense, are nevertheless very near because
of their marvellous huraanness. This humanness is the result
of tlie universality of motive v.rhich governs every struge-le.
While ttie particular instance may be distant enough, the
principles gov g-ning the v?hole are universal.
Hetijrn tiie^£rusesis no exception to the general
rule whicli Browning's plays seem t o fo±j-ow that each character
shall be dominated by loyalty to an ideal. In Djabal this
lo:yL'-. ty _s- t t..e comjiien cement of tie story^ for th.e Druse
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nation; Anael too, is possensed by an all-powerfull devotion
to her nation; Loys is ardently loyal to the Christian church.
Upon this lo.v'alty tho stnif-^le is always "based. In Djabal
this devotion as an honest, straightfonward means of restoring
his people to their ancestral Le'banon, is twisted and perverted
external circiunst ances rhich he h as :!0t the strenp:th to
sh^e^ so that, while his ideal remains unchangingrly high his
method of reaching that ideal, bccojues one of deceit and
chicanery. His first step of pretending "before the people
a divinity which his occidental training tells him he does not
possess^ is one of delih ei-ate duplicity, Eut wi tii continual
effort to maintain such a deceit for his noble end, aided by
his instinctive oriental mysticism he comes almost to believe
himself in the divinity he has assumed. His love for Anael,
however, who in a sense represents his own conscience or his
own love of ti-oith clears av^ay this deception and percipitates
the struggle netween his duplicity and his honesty that forms
the real conflict of tl-.e play, Anael has asserted that she
will wed only the savior of h t na^tion, aid Djabal, whose
better na.ture rocognipies and loves Anael 's purity- and truth
is forced to meet her requirement by deceit. At this point
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befrins the ^-reat stmgf:le; Anael "believes v^ith the other
Druses in his divinity, and he revolts from deceiving?; her whose
purity and unselfish "belief in the Eakeeraship is a constant and
"bitter reproof to him. E^rentuaUly he is obliged to his decep-
tion to Anael, but neither his oxm riDral courage, nor his
knowledge of tti e v ehement nature of the Druses will permit him
to expose himself tu ttic ^ae,t; of disillusion which will
frustrate his long meditated and carefully planned scx^crac uf
rescue* He dies vath the Diiises' belief in him secure, and
his x)lan for their return t j Lebanon an assured success.
In Anael the struggle is j'luch the same although, because
of her being in no v^ay an agressive actor, it is more passive.
Her love for h cr nation is the I'eal power of her life, but comes
to subject itself so utterly to her love for Djanal t^^at when
she realizes his deceit she hardly thinks a.t aU of the dis-
aster her exposure of his dishonestsr v/ill mean to the expectant
Druses, but only of the great wrong he has done them. Truth
struggles in her against personal and nations! love, and truth
is triumphant.
Leys' struggle is in nature very different from tjiat in
DJabal and Anael. It involves an entirely new element,
th-e
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Ciiristian religion as exemplified in the T'rankisli Hospitallers,
of vhom Loys is one. He is not a Iiruse, and tli e^e is x)resent
in hiiii no sense of the mysticism that xjerrneates all eastern
races, so that he is, in a religious sense, not in thorou^^h
g^.Tiipathji^ v/i th the Druses, He has S) r tliem a ^m.rm though
somev'hat s^ pc^-ficial s^Tnpathy hovrever, famded on th e fact tha.t
they aj'e human T?e ings, and Loys* noble f-enerosity feels an inter
est in them for tl-iat reason alone. He h gs,moreover, "been long
associated v/ith thera, and espoci all;\'" so with D.ia'bal for vhom
ho has a ^f^arm irid admiring friendship. His struggle in its
greatest intensity is, hovever, not connected vith the main
struggle of Djabal and Anael. His strength is coicentrated
on his religious faith v;hich is first endangered hy his early
love for Anael and tlie belief that <^e returns his love, a,nd
finally by the corruption he unexpectedly discovers before him
in the clu.rch to which he had given his enthusiastic, youthful
and vholesouled ardor v^ith perfect confidence in its v^orthiness
of such devotion. After a violent reaction from 1h at faith
in
^*iich ho renounces his vov^s he rcturns to a full but -^iser
trust in his religion, and bee ones, as far as
actuality goes,
the real rescuer of the Druse nation.
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Xhe_ Retiira_o|^ J;ie^ ]>us^ has been criticised because,
instead, of portraying the struggle in Djabal's mind alone,
Brovming has presented as minutelA^ and with as frreat care,
Anael's n.nd Leys * stinjg^^Les also, Ke does not concentrate
energy and attention upon ISabal, as, for example, S?iakespeare
does on Hamlet, v-'i lii no real effort to portray equally the
mental states of Opiielia and of the queen. The fault, such
critics say, lies in the fact that the reader's attention is
divided and scattered in a way t lat destroys a unified concep-
tion of tlie whole. It is true that Brovming's method is very
different from Slrialiespeare ' s in this respect, hut the fault -
for there is a fault, certainly - docs not lie in this differ-
ence. The equally exact and caa-eful portraj^aJ. of tlie three
characters is not less valuable and effective than the careful
portrsc-^al of one vrith only a sufficient portraj^al of others
to mal^e clear the ways in which they influence the one central
character. The fault is rather to bo found in the demand that
such a. portray fcui makes upon the attention an d ment al enor^rjr
of tJ-ie reader, with no means of securing relief from the strain.
The pains-%aking analj^sis of three characters tha+ have a very
vital relationship to one another is not less effective tharn
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th e more usual method in vhich only one character If; carefully
dra^Tn, P.rovminir doer- not divide the reader's at+ention. He
never for^cets the central figjure - the struggle of Anael.lns an
inseparable connection with that of Dja"b;3l. Browning mif:ht, it
i s true, have rmdc Anetel merely an ajctor, rather than an actor
and a thinker, "but the frreat episode uf the ^x^t v:hich hastens
the climax and the catastrophe - Anael ' s slaying; of the Perfect-
would "be ])urc m oLodraina without an insig:ht into the t errible
strufj^le v^hich preceeds tlic crime. Loysl^^^^SSSt is not so
vitally connected v^ith Djabal as is Anael He serves through-
out as the standard of tie outer world by which we nay JT^dge
the Druses, His struggle too, is of much the same nature, one
which shows hov^ we m^ estima.te the intensity and narrowness
of Djabal's conception. It c an scarcely be said traly that the
strugi^es are "isolated", at least not those of D.iabal and
Anael. Loys* may perhaps wi 1h more reason be called so. Put
Djabal and .Anael are too closely connected, and their minds
strive too directly with the same thing to be called in any
fair way, isolated.
Three main threads may be s,id to run through the play,
the plot or the eternal struggle, the cnaract arization or
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the intornal strug^:le and frio conflict of the tvro I'cligions,
Alon^r Y/itli the conflict of the religions we may class the whole
related action v;hich distinguishes this as a "social drama".
BroT/ninp:'s x)lots and characters a.nd social teachings may
be arrived at \vithout difficulty of any sort - "by ^le simple
process of analysis, Por it is a fact evident throurhout his
writings that there are no allegories, no hidden meanings that
must 1)0 interpreted or dug out "before one can arrive at a clear
understanding, V^atever Browning v/ishes to set forth he does
boldly and f<^arlessly v^ith no attempt to avoid detection. If
his meaning is at times hard to get it is not because he has
pun^osely tried to conceal it, - for such is never the case.
The simplest an^ r.iost honest method therefore, is one of
s traightfonmrd analysis.
The Plot.
Th_e Return
_i>ILJi"^^^s^ " as is the case with most oT
Brovming's dramas - i^ .xcc,.tional in that tlie five acts
vfnlch
make up the more conventional of his plays, are not
subdivided
I(
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into scenes. It is n ocessarj^ therefore for ore to break into
the action somev/haf. awln^ardly at times where no break is
suf-^-ested in the text. Taking: as the basis of our stnjctijral
1
analjrsis t he fren erally accepted divisions of t-e drama, the
Introduction, the Pisinf: Action, theClimajc, or Turning Point,
and the ?'allin^ Action, - \7e find tie Introduction in the
Retura_pf^ JQie_Dnjj^^ to 1he entrance of tie Druse
announcing the approach of tlie Perfect and incidentally the
return of Loj^s. Browning has here tried to put int o the hands
of his audience the facts that mil secure Iheni a clear under-
2
standing of tiio st r?/ "by means of a "scene-group". In this
Introduction he has e>qjlaiiod b?/ the broken, half-frenzied
exclamations of tte exulting Druses, their exile and slavery
under the Qiristian Perfect, their plan to return to Lebanon
after murdering their I'uler; Djabal's "dread incarnate
W^t Qt"; lOia^lil's miss icn under D.iabal as announcer or fore-
nmner; with hints throughout of a close but purelj?- religious
relation betv/een D.iabal and Anael. These facts compose all
that a,re really necessary to tlie cl o&,r understanding of the
succeeding action; and Browning ha.s succeeded, while not
1
See Miss Elizabeth Woodbridge ' s, T^e_ 5r?^§i5 Jfti^ ^aws_ ajid_ _It s
Techni^e..
, Part II: c cp II. %iss Foqdbridge, P 78.
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wholly rithout some artificiality, in making clear the general
situation, the t z^.e of the ax^tion and the place.
One na^' question^pcrhaps^whether the general st^.le of th^
Introduction does not intend t o make difficult a perfectly
clea.^ understanding at tl.e outset. For example, in Karshook's
opening rords the proper nanes are strangely unfamiliar and the
phrasing are, in some cases, difricult:
"The moon is carried off in purple fire:
Ife^.^ "breaks at last.' Break glory, with the day,
on Djabal's dread, incarnate m^^^stery
Mov/ ready to resume its pristine shape
of Hal^eem, as the Klialif vanished erst
In V'h at seems death to uninsti'uc+ed e3'"es,
on red Mokattam' s verge - our IPounder's flesh
1
As he resumes our Founder's function".
Tlio rising action extends 3'om the announcement of Loys*
return in Act I through Acts II and III. The return of Loys
is the ' exciting force. Y'ith him the careful plan of the
Druses to return to Lebanon under their divine Hakeem meets its
first opposing force. He destroys thepf3*fact i-^alance of
1
Act I: 11 1-8
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conditions up to this point and "brinf^s on +he conflict. It is
significant that the Druses realize the certainty of this
opposition in Lo3^<? and propose Hi at he "be killed v^i th the
Perfect. P.ut ^iie t::entler Khalil for>?ids the deed an d Loys is
tlius saved to complicate and increase the stress of tlie later
action.
The strug^:le tegins mth Act II - when DjalDal, contrary to
the requirements of tiie introduction of Ine main character,
ent ers unannounced. It introduces his ment aL and spiritual
content i:n: nis nonesty, supp)ort od, "by Anael*s belief in him,
against his perfidy urged on ty external circumstances, raong
which is Anael's det 'HTninat ion to marry only the savior of her
people. His honesty prevails in tliis strugf.le an^i h.e determines
to confess his imposture to tlie people; "but tine combined force
of narrovring external circumst 3ices, the people's faith in his
Hakeemship, Loj^-'s unexpected return, the arrival of 1he Perfect,
and. the near axjproach of the Venetians, force him to fa.ll back
upon his prearranged plan of killing the Perfect and leading
the Druses back to ti-ioir home in Lebanon, Fe accordingly goes
to the a.ppo inted pi ace , th© inner room, to avait the Perfect,
Meanrhil e Anael's v^ou^t in Djabal's divinily, only half con-
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fessed even to herself, is strengthened by her comparison of
Loys and DJabal; she resists this doubt hov/ever, and deter -
mines to slay the Perfect h el^^elf in order to Vecorae v^orthy
of DJabal. Accordingly she too, ^:oes to meet +he Perfect
within. In Loyr, the di scov ar;^ o f 1he subtle treachery of the
Perfect aiid th.e sudden arousinfr of liis early love for Anael
at sif:ht of ha- a^^ain, caise him to detemine to renounce his
vov/s, become a Druse and wed Anael. And he t (x>, ^oes within
to ma}-:e knoTrn his decision to D.iabal and Anael. Thus v^e ha.ve
the three main charact (i-s, at the end of the Rising Auction,
moving: by an irresistible impulse tovrard one point. Thr>
fatality v/hich pervades the actions is as s.bsolute here as thai
in tne earlier part of J^acb_eth_._ jyt ci'nal circumstances have
deteiTiined the action, and point v'ith unwavering:; certainty'"
toward the clitnax. Fach individual has, up to iiis point,
been mainly concerned vi th the somewhat isolated struggle in
himself, but now, v^ith fatal rapidity the throe are converging
to a 7)0 int where the separate individial forces will join
battle, and so bring on the climax.
This occurs in Act. IV. The throe cane together here:
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D^abal av/aitin^T the Perfect, Anael from killing him, and Loys
to rnaJce knorn his decision, Fith Anael 's deed tii e moment comes
^'^hen the "actix-itjr of the a^^rrersive force is ccmpleted", and
the oxjposinf: force c a.ies into supremacy. At this point there
comes into view the -min force that is to dominate the last
half of the action, the mo ml intellectual power o f Anael
which, vrhen she cannot m^e Djabal confess his docepti.n to
the Druses comyjels h er to expose him herself. It is this
tremendous strength of Anael that larg-elj" determines the v^hole
last lialf of the action. After the demonstration of Anael*s
tremendous strength and DJabal's great veakness v^h en she urges
him to confess his deception, Loys malces known his renunciation
of knighthood and announces tlie Prefecture conferred upon
DJalDal and himself. After he learns of Djahal's deceit, he
joins Anael as iii e oi)posing force which brings on the catas-
trophe: LojT-s securing Djabal's promise to give himself up if
an accusing Druse can "be found, and Anael i-^ecoming that
accuser.
The l^' ailing Action covers iii e last half of Act. T^T and
1
Miss V^oodbridge, p 83.
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all of Act. V. We have here Djabal's apprehension and capture
as tlie murderer of the Perfect, when Lo^^s ' fa-ith, having
turned froLi Hhristianity to seek rcpose and honest?/ in the
Druse religion is a^-ain forced back to it. Anael's accusation
of Djabal follov/s, succeeded b.y h <y death and Djabal's as
I.
^
atonement, for tiiere was crime and must "be punishme iTt ".
DjabLd.'s doatJi follovrs as the result of his promise to Loys.
With the return of Loys to his early Christian faith all the
elejiients are r^f^ain in perfect repose as at the outset.
In
_T^he^ I^etura_o the_Dn^^ find the best illustration
in all Brovmin^':' s ''jo rk of the ma.rTrcllous unit.y so often to be
seen in his pi a'^^'s. V/o have here an adherence to -ihe old class-
ical unities of time and place; for the t jme covered is but
onn f^.ay, ajid the extei-nal action in all fi^e acts takos place
in a hall of the Perfect's palace; but rore important than
that, there is perfect unitj^ of action. Ihere is a clearness
of purjjose, a definiteness of aim, and a constant adherence to
these that forces out everything tending in a.nv "way to hinder
ti:e unity. In spite of Browning's impartial psycholof^ical
1
Act. V; t-267.
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analysis of DjalDal, Anael and Loys, The, Ppturn _of^ L^e. -IL^Uses_
is a rnai^el of unity and coisistency throughout. The interrela-
tion of parts though compact is ^7onderx\;ill3r clear, Dja"bal's
plan of leading the Druses back to Lebanon "by assuming the
Hakoemship - T^hich is the thread upon which the vrhole action
hangs, - is opposed first by his o^rn better nature. But mean-
v;hile, more powerful in the end thaii internal opposition, ex-
toiTial circimistances force hlra t o follow his first plgji,
that an:/ divergence fran it is only for a brief instant. As
the plot advances it gathers momentum and moves v'''it h t remondou.
s
but uniform rqcjularitj?- t o the catastroi)he. TIo moment arj'^ de-
termination ever mat eri ally changes the first unsverving direc-
tion of tiic action. There is a steady movement, a long prep-
aration for the climajf:, fran v-hich the fall, after t lie brief
lajjse of riovffiiGnt that alv/ays succeeds the c Umax, is exceed-
ingly rapid. It is c cneentrat ed, unified and grows in power
of mov-jnent as does no othgr* o f Browning 's plays.
Browning ixrrtraj''s tlie ment aL and spiritual struggles of
Djabal, Anael, Loys and the Druses so clearly that the motiva-
tion for nearly o^ery act seems adequate. The only place where
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there is an:'' doubt as to tlie siiff iciency of c aise is that in
1
which .Ajiael falls dead aft her cry of "FaJceem."' By various
critics this has been called v/eak, in that, instead of liaring
"recourse to the dafp:er or tlio bo^l", P-rovning has seen fit to
make Anael die tliroi^^'li the sti-ength of h rr c'ti emotions,
!Bro\\Ti ini: ' s departure from the established dramatic convention
may be justified on the ground tliat he has created a voraan
vith a nature so finely wought, s o delicately balanced that a
complete convulsion of her innermost being- has been more than
she can endure, and in tlie moment of highest tension it has
given way entirely. Whatever may have been Anael 's reasdin for
procla jming Diabal "llalceemJ" the r^-ason ft>rthe niann (r of her
dealii must lie in the fearful strain v^hich her sensitive nature
has endured in the brief space of one day - the mental conflict
which results in Sie murder of the Perfect, her immediate re-
vulsion from t}ie hideous act, and, almost v;orse than that, the
discovery that DJabal is not God but ma/a merely, and last, the
sickening necessitj^ of exposing the duplicity of her lovor, an
act which her mind demands but at which ho* heart rebeHs,
Sureli'' such an experience as Anael 's may be taken as enough
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to crush the life out of ha- sensitive body without the
necessity of killing her "by +-he usual staf^e devices.
The verj" compactmess of the action vrhich makes The Peturn
of
-.'^ej'n^^c s_ a sin£^larly well unified play is a fault vrhich
critics find.hard to ^orfrive. There is scarcely a moment v-'hen
the least lif^htness of tone lessens in any vay tiie \«ight of
the tragedy. One ma:^'' feel p<2rhaps,a little v^eariness in the
midst of the action, and yet he can sufg:est no moans of relief
that rjDuld not seem out of keeping. The reason for this is
that eveiy Dnise ^'^ho aipears, is c anpletelj'' h amd up either in
joy at t}ie death of the Perfect or in ttiat of returning to
Lebanon, a. ^03^ vhich will allow no lif-htness of a-ny sort he-
cause it is based directly upon tlieir religious faith, upon the
belief that Djabal is the manisf est at ion of God cone to release
them. Any charge in "0:10 uniform seriousness of the ton©
amonc: them would seem out of pla.ce. The Perfect's speeches
displaj^ a certain kind of grim^ sarc astic lightness of tone but
this Browning subordinated to the seriousness of the revelation
that t}ie Perfect's disclosure of his cunning brings to Loj'-s.
It is tragedy hei^^Jitened by 1hemea.nness of the Perfect's
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interests and t lie death vrhich the madei- knoviB a'^aits him. An
expression of niussh the same nature occurs at the "Heirinnin^ of
Act V, "But is Kjialil to liave the office of Hamza? - Fay,
1
rather, if he he 1-1^0 the monopoly of henna and cloves".
The sarcasmy/hilo it thror/s a clee.r lifiit on the ©.sily qi'ouBed
doubts of the Druse's belief in Djabal^hRs a lighter tone tJian
that of tl]e rest, yet it is too brief not to be overshadowed
by the tra^-edy that has prece^ded and v^hich, one feels, is
goin^: to follovr. So there is practicall.y no provision for
relief from the sometimes oppressive sense of Tragedy that
pervades the vrhole plaj^ an d yet one must f^el that such a pro-
vision vould be almost impossible fron the nature of the plot.
After the introduct bn vh ere tiie remoteness of tin e his-
toric al setting 'veighs on one somev/hat, th e pla:^^ carries v^ith
great ease^the burden of historical fact. It seems at the
outset perhaps, as if the clearness of tlie plaj^ v^ere going: to
be hindered b?/ the lai'ge amount of historical and religious
matter, T3ut as soon as one has mast erer! tirie firs'*" part the
succeeding action follows vi ti great ease and clearness,
1
Act. V. 14-7-9
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Charact erization.
It is in driaj-act a- p resent at ion that Browning/ excels.
Because of his Liarvellous insight into human nature, he was
able to portray character, especially of the one vho ras pass-
im tJiroufrh a crisis of life, as no other writer has done. He
was able alv/ays to put himself in the place of every one of
his jien and romen, and, as a result of tMs ability, he has
succC'^ded in making: his characters wonderfully real to us,
actual flesh and b.lood, The.y are ne\^er in any sense personi-
fied abstractions, standinf: for various aspects of ri^ht and
viromp;. They are x>artici'lar individuals with personal ambitions
loves and doubts; t lijy are combinations of qualities, mental
and spiritual, V'hich produce ef fects surprising:, inexplicable
simply beca.use they are huma.n and natural.
Besides being at no time m a'e personified abstractions.
Browning:' s ciiaract (rs are never tj'pes, nor in an.y sense con-
ventional. They a.re alwa^/s v 6r.y particular individuals, differ-
ent in nature froni ever3'' >od:'" else, and thoy are placed in
circumstances that call forth the charact o^istics that belong
not to the typo^but to tjie individual. The marvellous ability
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to discern these individual natures an d to portray their
spiritual stru^TeTles as v.-ell as their external relationships,
is one of Brownin^.^' s f^reatest g:ifts. An individual in the
midst of 3. peculiar envirDnment is the su'bject that he 3lvra,ys
chooses.
The charcters of Dja"bal, Loys said Anael of ccurse stand out
as distinct f) 'srsonalit ies of vhom the reader ha.s a. i\:ill and
generally clear understanding. The Perfect and tiB Nuncio rhile
"by no means so minutely drawn, are portrayed -"ri th great effect;
they too, are real personalities. Khalil 'becaiies real as the
highest tS'pe of Druse, "^he ideal, "believing follower capable of
the utmost devotion, an intelligent devotion too, to a csuse
in which he h as absolute faith. The individuality of these
main personages to whom Brvroning has given his full attention
is quickly recogniz5Chle, and even in the beginning of Act I
where the Druses flock upon the stage the differentiation is un-
usually well done. Such a differentiation is most difficult
to secure and yet BrovTi ing lias succeeded in giving something
like definite personalities to the three Druses whom he es-
pecially mentions, Karshook, Paghib and Ayoob. Karsho and
Ayot)b seem to possess a higher conception of the me9,ning
of
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their Retui-n, not as hi^Yi a one as Khalil's, it is true, but a
hifrher one than Ra^hib's. Their eycsi are fixed on the glory-
about to coniG for tliem v^hich shall atone in some measure, for
the bitter grief djid humiliation that the Perfect has brought
t}iem. Paghib has a much more sordid notion of the matter, -
he clamors for the death of tiePerf o:;t ajid is the first, in
the height of his exultation, to despoil the Perfect's palace.
Ill ere is a kind of mob-spirit present in Raghib v'hich quickly
permeates the other Druses notably heightening in Karshook and
-^oob the sense of tJieir wongs. Raghjb is violent, light-
headed; Karshook is exultant at the nearness- of his tribes*
glory, and secretl^^ nurses his rrongs, rejoicing a± the prospect
of revenge, given to sarcasm and sneering, Ayo ob is quieter,
bent \7ith Karshook upon the glory of tlic Return, as ".'ell e.s
upon the revenge it vrill bring them. They perhaps seem not
V7ell differentiated because Raghib * s exclamation, "v^o sieae,
1
^
a first fruits, ha - spoil of the spoiler.'" ch aig es their
3onev,'hat spiritual exultation into one of irob exciteraerrt. They
are governed for the moment by the same passion, but the words
the:/ utter express very different qualities of character.
1
Act. I 11 24-25.
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Thif? i)Ortra:^ral of the ino"b ca.lls to mind the detainers at
th e beginning': of A _J-IL i,^'^ ^ScLit_c}i^cori_jrh ere there is but one
character very carefully/ differentiated, that of Gerard, The
scene here i? longer, the speakers ai'e seven instead of throe
in number; and tlio more broken nature of "ihe dialogue as they
tr^r to make clear to the audience what they see from tlie vrindov^
makes them seem not so vnell differentiated as are the actors
in_T]aie Return of the Druses. These suggest too, simila.r por-
1 2
trayals in Slial^espeare, notablj^ in ^i2J-]is_Ca^sa.r^ and Cariolanu s.
In the former but tv/o of tiie "ComiiDners" speak; t Ie first states
briefly and directly his trade of a carpenter; the latt or, the
cobbler^ is the orJ.y one vrho ^in any vsy diff arentiated, but he
is differentiated with great skill. In Cariqlanus, tro citizens
standout before the rest as i:)Osse.~singdefinitely marked
characteristics that distinguish then from the other members of
the mob. The first is the seditious, hot-headed agitator,
while the other is of a more peaceable disposition, anxious to
assuage the anger of the crowd. In clearness of
delineation
and individuality. Browning's mobs seem to be rot less
effect-
ively defined than Shakespeare's.
1 ^
Act. I - Scene 1.- Act. I -
Scene 1.
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As an individual Lo3^5; serves throu^rhout th e pi as an effective
conti-ast to Djahal; atid as a tjrpe to all t lie Druses. He is an
outside element which furnish ej> a standard for jud^ring the lives
and aims of this isolated Druse xjeople. His nature is one of
perfect honesty and straightforvrardness, of absolute simplicity
and candor, tlie direct opposite of Djahal^s. Loys has no
mystical belief to contend against, he is in all things open
and frank, T?'hile Djabal, as he himself realizes, has combined
his native mysticism with French leai*ning, and nov^ possesses
neither in its simplicity, but only an ineffective hj'-brid.
Lo7/s' loftiness of soul and his broad human sj^mpathy make him
an extremely noble charact ar.
Anael too, serves as a contrast to Djabal: in simplicity,
purity of motive and love of truth, much as Loys does. But
in her Is enijhasi%ed the overpov/'ering' devotion to an ideal vhich
makes her do a thing at which her T'^hole physical and mental
being revolts. In her devotion is present a spirit of mysti-
cism that v/e do not find in Loj'"s. Religious f yvor of a
I^^^stical s©-rt is the basis of "fti e Druse life and spirit. This
fervor Anael possesses as does Djabal, but of an infinitely
more ideal, sacrificing kind, - a devotion that can for iJie
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morn en t for^7;et evei':^'' earthly tie and car. "become purely and
ideally spiritual. In the intensity of her purpose Anael is
like Djabal, "but in its purity she is alone. After lier disillus-
ionment, loyal t3^ to trutli takes the place of her former loyalty
to her relig:ion, and to uphold that truth, she risks the
safetj^ of the rescue towards rhich her people have for years,
"been looking.
Inasmuch as the time of the draina is necessa.rily limited,
and inasmuch as th ere must be a decisive crisis which is alv^a^ys
the center of the '^hole, it is useless to expect to find any
great amount of character development. Each diaract a* must
have developed to its highest rjoint of strength or v/eakness
before the action begins. Many qualities may be l.ying dcrrmant*
having as yet never been called forth. If tliey are, in the
course of the movement, called into act Ion, the:,^ do not necess-
arily imply a development of character. There is no especial
progress. 'F'err of Shakespeare's plays shov; any such dev elopm mt .
In Nacbcth. there is a certain development in both D'acbeth and
Laiiy Macbeth. Their natures progress from an uncont r olable
desire for xjower through various stages of degeneration to
ruin, ViThere both come to a rccalization of 1he futility of such
Ij
i
I
i
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I
i
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i
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poMter a#d of the value of a no^bler purjjose in life. In The
lira s_e_s_ t here ir- a certain kiind of development
although 'by no means so simple as that in F_a_cbeth. Dja'bal's
nature can be said to develop "but little, - he merely comes to
a violent realization of tlie fact that ©ct --^nal circumstances
are too strong: for him. All that happens is the direct result
of his native weakness and st.y-eneth in v^hich v^eaknes^ prevails.
In Anael the case is different. Her character really
developfts. Her devotion to her relif:icn and her "belief in
Dja"bal as Halceem are broug^ht to a crisis when her innate love
of trutli and justice asserts it.self. There is no development
ho?/ever, in that one fact as such. But the effect of that
crisis, of tliat disillusionment clianges her whole attitude
tovmrd life, her whole "belief in humanity, so that the Anael
who is brought forv-^ard to accuse Djabal is in no wise the
Anael, who in innocence an d faith, decks herself in the
ancient robes of her race to please her lover. If Anael had
lived to go with her tribe to Lebanon her whole being would
have been changed, not alon(^ because she had discovered quali-
ties in her chai-acter, hitherto unsuspected, but because, through
that discovery her whole attitude towarc^ life an d mankind
Ii
i
1
!
j
i
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v^ould have been different.
Loys ' character progresses too "but in not so cle-ar a. way
as Anael's, lie ^pes through a certain ?ta,re of development
that leaves him almost rhere he was at fkie outset: that is,
he conies to the Dmses an enthusiastic, devot ser^T-ant of the
Cliristian church; the Perfect sneeringly unveils his oto
trickery and strategy to Loys whose ideal is thQ:*eby quite
shattered and }ie impetuously renounces the Christian faith,
intending to ally hiras€0.f wi th the Druses whom he believes to
be a truly God-fearing, honorable people. Then their treachery
is exposed to him by the murder of -Qie Perfect^. DjabaJL's duplic-
ity, and Anael's apparent connivence are also made known and
once more his faith in human sincerity is destroyed. In the
bitterness of his anger and o' is|laxj|pintment , he for a moment
breal^s apray from all connections, but finalXy returns with a
less ai'dent but just as demoted enthusiasm to ih e Christian
church. Yet although outwardlj^ he has progressed but lit He
he has gone through experiences that leave his charact at the
end not just as it ms at the beginning. So that he also is
said to develop.
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Witji the GKception of ^tuaffordj, Th e_ P e turn of t } le Dru s e s
,
is perhaps the least sulDjecfcive of all Browning's plays. There
is ino re of tlie usual objectivity to be famd in this drama.
There is here also hox'/ever, a greater emphasis upon the spirit-
ual raotive that governs actions than is to be found in the plays
of other T^riters. The char act a* s themselves describe m th mar-
vellous vividness the struggl'es of their minds, a portrayal
v;hich one niay feel perhaps to be unnatural, at anj' rate in the
girlish Anael. Yet Brov/ning simply interprets >."ith ama-zing-
perception the conflicts engaging the minds of his characters,
and onl3^ in one or t^o instances do these spiritual struggles
seem to mar the action, or the naturalness of ttieplay. One
1
of these places in in Act. II n 6ar the end, vhen Djabal and
Anael are togetJier on the st c^e for trie fire^^ time. B'ere, when
one vj-ould expect an almost complete abstrrbsion in their love
for one another, the:/ ^Jpear quite talcen up v^ith their own
self-analysis or intrdsp ect ion, so that the act ion does seem
to suffer some\tiat, through excessive self-analy sis. This is
infrequent ho-'.'^ever. Br<?>T?iirig has succeeded in making the
analysis of his characters so interesting and full of moaning
1
Act. II - - 256-375.
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th at their sip:nificance in making clear the action is the thing:
of r;iain interest to the reader,
,Bro\7ning has t:iven to his characters the saine power of
psycholo^rical analysis that he possesses; they do not feel
duTiihiy the "bitter inner stnig-gle; they t d^e their feelings
apart and express in words what the ordinary individual feels
to "be hopelessly inexpressi"ble. Yet Browning scarcelj^ ever
errs in t e fittingness of his analysis. He seldom if ever
al-lov;s such analysis at an irnpassionod. rrioinent. There is per-
haps, one instance vrhere the appropriateness may "be questioned:
in Act. V shortly after Anael has "b esn unveiled as the
accusing Druse, DJabal in the bitter realization of his defeat,
1
exclaims:- "And it was thou "betraij^edst rae?" and then pa.sses
on to a passage strangely analytic in the midst of such
passion:-
"l v'ith my Arab instinct, thwarted ever
Ej^ riQ,r Trank policy - and with, in turn.
My Frank brain, thwarted by my Arab heart -
V/hile these remained in equipoise, I lived
- nothing; had either been predominant
,
1
Act. V. - t - 263.
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As a Traill: sc]ieraer or an Ara"b mj^'st, ic,
I had i^een something; - no"S7 each has destroyed
The other - and "bel.iold frcari out their crash
A third and "better nature rises up, -
1
My mere man's nature".
At no other time of intense feeling does he insert so»
much analysis, and it seoms here as if he had, perhaps,
dissected with too great minuteness and c are, Djabal's mental
and spiritual nature. Instead of feeling only, as v/ould "be
most natural at a moment of such trial, he thinks too, and
very clearlj^ and ac aire.telj'' as alvrays. But it not the nature
of his thought "but the :aoment of it that one doutts, andvrith
reason too.
In the character of DjalDal we have a combination of th'e
good, and the "bad peculiarly Brovmingesque. In his alDSolute
devotion to his people he is reallj^ more than man. But in his
sacrifice of truth to that devotion he is an imposter who cannot
succeed in his enterpri^^^ cj^^h lying and tlasphem^f "trmst fall
inevitafclj'- "before honesty a:id truth. And yet Djabal is not
1
Act. V. - 11 - 270-279.

"by nature a liar or blasphemer. It is only "because lie feels so
intensely the necessity of saving: his people, and "believes
that only 133^ an assumption of Divinity he c an succeed that he
becomes tlie liar. In his passionate devotion to his cause hCj,
for tiie time fails to see tha.t tnith as a factor in life is
supreme over loyalty to a particular c ause ev m though it "be a
religious one. Because he mistakes their inportance hov;ever,
they do not all all change their positions, and he has to suffer
for his mistal^e. His fault is not that of a. cunning impost er
whose aim is a purely selfish one, "but t liat of tlie moral co^^ard
vrhose wealcness asserts itself alv7a,ys at the moment v-hen he most
needs strength pf purpose. He is not strong enough morally to
fight against circumstances v/hich, in their effect upon him,
seem to "be almost fatalistic. He has come, after much conflict,
to the very day of the murder he has planned and the Return
and yet, after having smothered all eai'lier scruples at his
methods ^instead of feeling confident at his success, he hesitate^..
He must pass through the most "bitter strug^es of all rith his
"better nature. "Very early in the conflict th e good in his
nature aserts itself and he resolves to mak^ his imposture
knovm to his people; "but he has scarcely so resolved when
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Khalil announces to hhv. that the vhole Druse nation has "been
1
informed of his divinity and Trorships him as Hakeem. His moral
coura^^e deserts him and he does not dbisclose his secret. Aid
again, :7hen, ^^ith his v/hole nature revolting- at the murder,
he resolves not to comrnit it but disflax/Bar after mking certain
\
that the Druses Y/ill go back to Lebanon v/ithout him, Loys*
return is amiounced to him, destroj^in^ tlie possibility of the
plan and urgint^: him on to further deception. His great weakness
asserts itself jnost clea.rly in tlie sudden aad terrifying fear
that Loys may expose liim. Here vie see the lowest point of his
fear. His terror at such an exposure is almost vrholly a person-
al one not concerning itself vrith his devotion to his cause and
the harm it may suffer froni mch an exT:)Osure»
This retrogression of character becomes v er^ certain and
very rapid af
t
pt his confession t o Anael. His speech beginning,
2
"isiever.* More shame yet? and vrhy?" rhich fol lovrs Anael 's
^ ...demand that he confess his imposture^ is mast erly m the insight
v/hich it gives into the essential v^eakness of Djabal's charac-
ter. "How can I longer strive v-ith fate?"^
suras up his whole
1 2 3
Act. II - a - 62-68. Act. lY - t - 115. Act IV. - i-118.
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impoteait feolintx of helplessness that has been m th him t.hrous:h-
out the action. The sophistry with ^^hich he deceives himself
is T-ondorfully well conceived.^
"itVhat if we roi^n together? - if v/e keep
Our secret for the Druses' good? -----
- _ - _ _ J learn from Europe: all who seek
Man's g:ood jnust awe man "by such means as these,
V/e tWo will "i c divine to them - we are.'
All great -rorks in this world spring from the ruins
Of greater projects - ev er on our earth,
1
Babels men l)loci<: out, Pabylons they build."
The retrogression is exceedingly plain.
The question natu rallj^ arises as to whether or not Dj abal
is 3. reall:^ great dramatic hero; his faults are so many although
his nobility of soul is great. Yet hi? struggle does seem
worthy of a great hero. He has tried to perform a great good
by violating a still higher one, and tie higher triumphs as is
inevitably the case. The narrowness of th'^ stage does not
make it an;/ the less a. grea.t drama. The greatness, nobility
and intensity of Djabal's purpose give it grandeur, brea,dth and
1
Act. IV - Xt - 122-130.

dignity vfhich raake htm worthy to be called a great dramatic
hero. He 1=, a tragic figure in the "high-seriousness" of his
purpose and the dignity of his bearing, in his n*ive love of
truth v/hich he is hlindly ti-ing to crush as the great fa dor
which will rain his success.
In the combination of eastern and western traits of
character Djabal reserahlos Luria who also is an orients! by
birth and nature, a Moortt, but devoted by education, to western
•culture and beauty. Djabal's analysis of hijnself quoted above^
2
( I v.^ith my Arab instinct" etc.) is wonderfully accurate in
explaining the real basic cause of his failure. In both Luria
and Djabal, Browning ha? portrayed the elimination of all that
is effective in oriental Li^.^sti cian by v^er.t a'n intellectuality.
Especially is this ti-ue in D.iabal. The strugf-le in him lies
almost wholly between the power o f the heart and that of 1h e
mind, the one ea.^tcrn, the other western; the one inherent,
the other acquired. Such a conflict certainly is a legitimate
one as a sort of sub-conflict, bearing much the same relation
to tie .;B-i:i struggle as ^oes that of race in Othello^.
1 2
See p. 50. Act. V. li - 270-279.
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Anael is in her nature much raore simple than Djabal. She
too, is devoted to her people, she is passionately devoted as
well, to Djahal; hut above all she is intensely loyal to truth
and v;hen the ri^ht irioment comes she can let that devotion to
truth sv;allow up her love for the Dnises ajid for Djahal. Her
simplicity however, is not the simplicity of Ophelia nor of
Desdernona; nor is her sufferin^r the suffering?; of either of
these. It is a suffering made bitter by a hif':her moral and
spiritual conflict than cither o f Shake sp eare * s heroines kno^.
She is miserable in the midst of circumstances that should make
her radiajitl:/ ha.ppy; she is loved by Djabal whom she^wi •§! h er
tribe believes to be Hod incarnate. Hakeem, and she is to be
speedily exalted v-ith him. And :-et the spiritual sensitiveness
of her soul feels a sad defect soraev/h ere in h er god, and she
is miserable. The realization of thaet strange defect is with.,
her constantly.
- - - mere human gifts
Suffice hiin in nyself - whose worship fades,
V/hose av^e goes ever off at his approach.
As now, who when he comes -
(Djabal enters) oh why is it
I cannot kneel to you?
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^^^^^1* Rather 'tis I
Should kneel to you, nay Anael.'
^^^^^^ Even sol
For never seem you - shall I speak lhe tmth?-
Kever a ^,od to me? *Tis the roan's h.and.
Eye, voice.' Oh, do you veil these to vour peoDle,
1
Or "but t o me?"
Yet from some of DJabdl's words which she takes as a
reproof, she resolves t o make he rself v^orthy of the divinity
siie trios to see in hira, and so slays the P^f ect. Here vre
find Anael forcing hei-self to demonstrate "by a deed she abhors
her reli^rious " aith. When she understands Djabal's hypocrisy
Jier love of truth rises and shows itself as the greatest
principle of her life until at the last moment a realization
of tiie divinity of Djabal's love for her makes her hail him as
2
"Hakeem.'" xrhm she dies proclaiming: the divinitj'- of absolute
love even in a fallen soul. Her cry of"HakeemJ" is certainly
not a deliberate falsehood for the purpose of reassuring the
Druses, as Tlr. Arthur S^'juons considers it; nor would it seem
to be due to t/ie fact that ^le willing, novr that he has
1 2
Act. II - It - 253 - 262. Act. V.l- 293.
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confessed his dishonesty, to acknowledg:e his divinits'" as slie
could never "before do it. It is rather that^ at this last momen-^
they two of all the vrorld stand alone, and she, concentrated
on their pure relation, sees in him the p affection of love and
hence she hails hirn as divine. Anael's whole nature is "based
upon a p assionate and absolute devotion to truth, "but, while it
controls every action at the crisis of h er life, in h er death
inornont she foriT:ets that a'bstract loyalty and 'becomes so keenly
personal that she recognizes in Djabal a love v/hich is god-like
in its purity and passion.
Broivning's women are all renarkable in one fact; thej^ do
not suffer as innocent beings dragged down to sorrow and distress
through the raisdeieds of someone else. The:^ do not suffer as
Lady Macduff does, but rather as Lady Facbeth. They suffer
beca.use they, whether innocent or guilty, something; they
perform a certain act which brings punishment whether just or
unjust. Anael is of this nature; she commits a crime to prove
her lo; alty and dies as a punishmait, - not by the hand o f
another but because of her o-m horror of tne axjt. Mildred^
2
acts criminally and dies; even Pomp ilia although she conraits
1 2
See The 31ot_J.n_ the_ ^cutclLeonj^ See The_ Iiin^_aiL^1.1t he^opk.
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no crime dies "because of a specific act. That is, as a class,
BroiTiiing 's heroines tst-e some v ory vital part in the main
struft\^le. The3^ are not only acted upon; they act, and act
effectively. They have natures that m± independently ^^^ith
force and decision. They are not ne re dolls to "^e only pdsrdl^y
interested in the striTggle. They are real, individual, and
hujiian Y'ith all the po\7er and strength of the nineteenth
century woman.
The assertion has lie en made that all of Brovming:'s con-
ceptions of Y'omankind are based directly upon his wife. This
seems more than likely; for she possessed ih e vividness, the
force that he ^rives to ever:/ one of his women, in addition to
their uniform lojfty spiritual powers, their purity, sweetness
and ;-eneral womanliness. Anael while individually different,
is exceedingly like Pomp ilia, in courage and fiery strength of
purpose. It is very probable that Mrs. Browning was the direct
origina-1 of both. In other qualities beside iroral coui^age and
purpose however, the heroine of The Ret'^rn of the Dnrses is like
Mrs. Bro^^ing. Anael has sv/'eetmess, the power of an aLl-
absorbing devotion, the courage to meet any crisis bravely and
v;ithout flinching, and innate purity of thought and motive.
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All of these qualities Mrs. Browning possessed too, and tie re-
semiDlance seems too strong t o be thought merely accidental.
The fact tliat all of Brovming's characters are so individ-
uall^r conceived, each one so conplete and v/el 1-rounded in him-
self, fitting into his place faultlessly, ra*:es it hardly
necessai-y to dwell lon^r on tlie fact that they are not intended
by Browning simply as neeans of presenting his o^m thoughts.
His plays are never su-bj ective in this sense, Brovming never
forgets that each personage has a life and personality of his
own. He never makes his characters his mouthpiece. He puts him-
self in their positions: he never drags them into his. They
are alasolute creations of his ov-rn "but the.y seldom even reflect
their creator. They ai'o quite individual alvrays.
Social and Religious Signific ance.
Besides carr;/ing vath it the interest of plot and character
Th e__ Petu i^n_of_ the_ Dr^ a ?tLid3' of social and relig-
ious c crdit ions . vrhich add a third source of interest. This
play is pe'culiar among BroTning*s dramas in this respect.
There is no other that embodies so 'boldlj'" an essentially relig-
ious conception such as the incarnation: nor indeed is there
I<
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likcl}' to be found a drama in arp/ language that conceives of
this divine inanisfestat ion in the remarkably broad and lofty-
way in vrhich BrowTiing has cenceived it,
Djabal as the accepted incarnation of Hakeem is, of course,
the center of the relig:ious interest. Associated with him is
Kha.lil, who in the expected ejialtat ion was to become the vizier
of t]i e ori^rinal Bemrillah, Ilamza, v/ho arjpeared with each maais-
festation of divinity to announce the incarnation. Doubtless
at tlie be^Ti^ning, Khalil's mission was that of fore-runner or
announcer much like that of John the Baptist before Christ's
coming. In his relation to tlie Druses IQialil cQ'tainlj^^ fulfills
this mission. It is he who at tlie beginning of the play quiets
the exultant and riotous outbreak of tlie Druses who recognize
his authority aiid his nea.rness to the divinity; it is he vrho
announces t]ie assert ed divinity of Dj *al himself and reports
again to him the glorification of the whole nation at the
announcement. It is he who ^ at all times, has fearless ap~' roach
to Djabal and, when the crucial moment cofnes defends him with
all the bitterness of a perfect, all-absorbing devotion. To
Dja/oal hov;ever, the fore-runner is not Khalil. but Anael,
probably because of the verj" hujnan love beti^en the tvKD. To the
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people KhaJ.il is official anriouncer; toDjalDal Ariael is far
the closer sharer of his sufferings in as far as they can be
shared. In effect then she v'ould seem to taike his part.
The rnost interesting; relig:ious struggle is seen in Leys
near the end of the plgy where he renounces his vovrs of Knight
-
1
hood aiid resolves to 13600116 a Druse with the rest, ( end Act. Ill)
and at last, finding treachery even among this simple-hearted
people, returns to 1iie C/iristian religion once more. This
2
change I have spoken above. It is more of a stu^j^' of nature in
the man Loys thaji of the religion which he renounces and then
returns to; but it presents in a sa.ne arid iia,tural way
Brovming's optimistic belief in the ultimate good in spite of
imxjerfection of the Christian church as set forth by one of its
small orders. Loys finds human nature much the same without as
within the Dale of his own religion, and aft a* the first shock
that liis eager idealism receives, his s cund religious training
asserts itself and he goes back, as th e r.ature of things demanded
that he should do to the belief of his ancestors.
^or Loys the Christian religion succe^'ds; for the Druses,
1 2
Act. Ill - )A - 317-327. See p. 28.
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t.heir ovrn, Brovnine: has not conceiTed of the v/hole tribe as
"being pennanently injured by the sin of two of its adherents
although one of them be their ideal incarnate. L.I abal loses his
life but his cause succeeds. The thing that he tried to do v^as
ncbel and rrholly coranendable in itsolf. It became a sin only
as it connected itself with him and througji him with Anael.
In his sin the Druse nation as such was in no waj^ concerned,
and there would have been a needless futility of outcome had
the whole Druse nation been made to suffer both moi*ally and
spiritually by the sin of one man and one v^oman. National
distress has of course resulted from such individual sin but not
sin like this which is personal and spiritual and hence affects
only the spiritual well-being of the individual himself. Since
the sin is only personal in Djabal and Anael the punishment by
death of these tv70 suffices. V.ore tlian that would seem unnec-
essary.
.'Although the religions fojm the basis of Hie plot there
are cCi'tain social teachings tha.t are of interest. The first is
not so r:iudfc a teaching as a portrsij-^al. In tlae relation v^hich
the religion of the Druse people b aars to their daily life, in
their strong belief that only omnipotence of their Hakeem could
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accoraplish their Return, in the vividness of their personal,,
relit^ous doubts and fears as they are ocnnected directly v;ith
their lives, we are enabled to picture their state under the
oppression of the hated Perfect, as the:;" wait in fervid hope
of reven^,:e for the coming- Hakeem. Iheir social c end it ions are
inseparably connected with their reli^^ious beliefs. In the
bitterness of their oppression their only i^eraedy for social evil
lies in their reli^rious hope.
We have too, as a social feature the attempt to graft upon
oriental instincts occidental training with the result of
annulling the positive characteristics of each. In I^jiia^ we
have the same stud;>^. It is Browning's favorite conflict between
the head and the art. Lurla attempted to bend his easte rn
passions and instincts ¥efore the adored intellect and beauty
of the west. jDjabal tried to make subservient and instrumental
to Ms Tjassionate eastern nature the learning of the West,
Neither succeeded. They tried t o mak e mingle training and
instincts that were by their natures incompatible. Hence they
failed. Srovming's theory' is that training Liust be of a nature
not to annT 11 th e primary feelings or instincts. Feeling alone
is better tlmn such a composite. The ideal nature is that in
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whicli head and heart are equally balanced; where training, in-
stead of annul ing anj' characteristics, tLar, "brought out to their
fullest devoloprxient the feelings and the intellect, aid has
created a l-ialance of forces which will secure the perfect use
of til em.
In noting the effectiveness of tlx combination of these
three threads of the play one is raninded of a combination of
raucJi the same nature in Macbeth. The methods for securing
these effects are in tlrie tv;o cases quite different, but the re-
sults are at least in the two instances, singularly alike. In
the first place there is charact
€r development in H.a^b_eth^an
unusual thing in Sriakesx-) eare; there is also,besides the two
threads of plot and character, a third which runs through the
whole play, that of the v/ierd sist <ts which has at least a
suggestive resemblance to "Qie rnystical idea of the Incarnation
which permeates The Return of the Druses. Connected with this
element w]iich .aay be broadl^'' called aupernatural in both cases
we have an interest irig comparison in the fatality which pervades
the action in the tv;o plays. Suggest in£r this, but in no way
connected with it we have also a contrast between the ideas of
eternity expressed in the tm. These are, perhaps the most
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important points of comparison and contrast.
In character deYelopment Macb_eth_ is almost alone among
Slriaftespeare's playsJ it represents not merely a crisis of
action v/hich l^ring^s to ligrht strength and -vieakness in Macbeth
and his \7ife alread,y developed to their highest pointy leaving
them only conscious of characteristics of \Thich before, they
had "been unconscious. Macbeth is so conscious; but in
addition Init in rrtlil i I ln-|i to this^ and as a result of the
strugv:lc through v/hich he >a s gone, his whole estimate of human
life has changed. By the end of tlie action his charac-fe r has
progressed; he is b?/ no mee.ns the same as he ""•as at the outset.
Lady Macbeth likev/ise develops and ends with a conceDtion of
life totally different fran that.which she started. With the
1
exception of Lear and H^nlet^ Macb_eth_ is the olny one of
arakespeare *s plays that ijresents any extensive development
of charact a*. Kon e of the historical plays do so. But in
Kacb_etli there is a development that is very like that in The
^RejtLirn_oX ^h e_ 3yu. se s_in . ext ent
•
In a canparison of the third element in the two ijlays, the
1
Miss Y/oodbridge, The^ Drainaj_Itj5_J^^r_s^ ai^^ p 135.
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supernatural in Macbeth^ and tlie religious or iiC"sticaL doctrine
of t]ie Incarnation in ITi Rpiyrn^o tjie_ X^-use^Sji^ I mean to
suggest only the effect v:hich the tro produce on the action
v/ith no atteinpt to ^udf':e of their comrjarative value, The3^ are
not at all alike in nature, except as thej' "both are mysteriously
removed from the ordinal^/ in life* but iher/ are alike in the
effect that they have upon 1h c,(?%5le action. They appear
perhaps in a more external way in Macb_oth_ than in 52ie^ E.etiiiin_
^^_-ilG_^i3^s.GS Y^here this element is really an inherent part.
In Macb_eth^ the concrete manifestation of the supernatural
apxjears but four t iiaes, and vhile these four aiopearances have a
most vital connection "^ith Macbeth and his 7;ife and indirectly
with all the personages of tlie play, they are still onl3?" dark
shadov/s that oppress all. In ^h_e R.Gti,'rTi_of_ ti:ie Druse s on the
other hand, no supernatural fom appears, but the spirit of it
pei'vades the v/hole asmosphere and is f elf by every last charac-
ter in the action so that it becomes a part of the action.
Tlie beginnings of liacbeth^ and Th^ R.®'ti'2IP__?iL_iJ9i§. Dru ses c an
hardly be compared in the effectiveness of their presentation
of tlie drriiinant tone of the action. In Ma^cbeth^ this tone
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is effectively i-iven in a scene of eleven lines* In EPtyL.^
.o^^Q-Jl^IPses, the tone is also effectively giv ai at the outset,
but in twenty-six lines^bec aiise this tlir^ad of ihe m^^st ical
is so inexplicably intenvoven v/ith -Qie \vhole that it acnnot be
presented alone. Ha cbeth^'_s beginning as expressing the tone
is without doubt superior to that of The Return of the Dnisesr^
the difference lies v/holly in the nature of the pl^ys.
In the close interweaving of this thread with the others
of plot and character lla^b_eth is not less unified however, than
Xh^ R_ejtuxil_oX jWie^ I>u_s e_s. The supematu ml element is just- as
necessary to the final ruin of Kacbeth's character as i s the
religious in Jlh_e Retiirn_pf_ the_Druse_s_to Dj abal's undoing.
From the fact that fewer considerations enter into Shakespeare's
play than into Browning's, it seems as if Ma^beth^ possesses a
more perfect unity than does The Return of the Druses. That is^
the whole interest of _Macbe_th_ cent ers in the three simple
elements, the Tj'lot, the characterizations and the supernatural
appearances. But beside this plot, characterization and relig-
ious mysticism Browning has ^ in The RetLirn_pf_ the, Prus_e s^brought
in a stud:/ of religious devotion and a stud?/ of racial differen-
ces. His pla3^ is a marvellous unification of these various ele-
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the
ments; "but it does, from its nature, 1a ck^simplicity anc' direct
ness of Shal^esp cave's pl-:^y.
Because of -Qie skillful -ase of the supernatural and the
ncstical as the controlling factors in the tvro plays, there is,
in each, a certain inevitableness or fatality ^'^hich one feels
from the "beginning. This impre?;sion of fatality is aided too,
"b:/ the "wa?/ in which circumstances or external events iTiold all
purposes and motives so that tliey indicate the inevitableness
of tjie outcome. In J^Iacbeth^ the hailing of Macbeth as Thane of
Cawdor, follov/ing iranediately upon the proT)hesy of the \7-itches,
and the coming of the King to Macbeth *s castle are circumstances
'.yhich point certainly to Macbeth's ultimate fall. In The Return
o_f_-Gie_I>c;us^os external events are no less important in foresli-ad-
owing the outcome. Djabal's resolution to give up murdering the
Perfect and disflapfear is UDon each revival defeated "by some
external circumstance which seems to hira to md^e his original
plan the only possible one and a confession of his duplicity
equally impossible. They point inevitabltj to tiie ultimate
performance of that deed and the punishment that must folloi!?.
The \7ay in vhich these circuraF^t ances at all times contribute to.
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or make more certain the moral degeneracy of the characters,
aids in securi]^ a cei'tain fatality that pervades the whole.
The thing ^hat is perhaps, most frequently pointed out
in Brownin^^'s plays is the fact that death does not seem to be
the absolute end of life; that there is always implied a future
state v^here punislment or reward shall come to those who die.
1
In
_The_ ±llot __in_ the 'Scutcheon thi s is especiallj^ true; we
P 3find it later in LuriaTand in Strafforjd._ Tha t is^ Browning does
not,, like Shakesip>eare
, regard death as the end o f all act Jbn,
or the punishment of crime even upon the stage. In t Is older
tragedy, death had to be the end becaiise, in tlut death, human
action v/ith which it was primarily concerned, cea.sed. This is
Shakespeare's idea in the death of Caesar, of Brutus, of
Hamlet and Macbeth. Death is absolutely the eid and after tiH.t
there is nothing. But in Browning v^here action, merely as such,
is subservient to the intellectual or spiritual being, death
as an absolute end does not seem so necessary. Mere ph7/sical
death, in other v^ords, is not t lie end of the soul; it can
1 2
Act. Ill: i: 155-157; IV:2:154. Act . IV-£i-299-327
.
3
Act. V:.2: 303-360.
/
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lo forvard into a future vrorld vfhich shall ccnipletely satis-
f^^.^ its loii^ing:s and aspirations denied in this. This attitude
towards death is only a form of Brov^ning's intense optimism
which permeates all of his writings.
In this connection it i int crest inf^ also to notice the
attitude T7hich his characters take toward death. The3^ sire
quite fearless. DjabaJ., Luria, Strafford^ are not at a H
1
frightened at its approach; Ottima and Sebald are perhaps the
most notable examples of characters who court, rather than avo i
It, even though they realize, punishment of their crime must
come. The:/ too, tliat is, possess a "belief that death does not
end all; it is merely a moment of passijig from the imperfect
to the perfect. And the bitterness of that moment loses itself
in the liope of futui'C (rlory, Anael h as horrors of slaying, and
of looking UTJon the dead, but f or h orself she possesses the
same perfect fearlessness of death t lat Djabal ha.s.
As 3J1 Acting Play.
First among the so-called weaknesses of The^ Feturn of "^lie
Druses as an acting plgy we find its subjectivity. Tlie. Return
1
See Pippa Passes, Part I.
iI
J
1
i
!
I
I
I
I
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of_t]ie Drupes as possessing more o"bi ective action than most of
Browning's p].ays except S^traflTord^ is less open than they to
this dhai'ge. At the test, however, The Peturn pf_ t_he__ "Hruses
is far more subjective than Shakespeare's plaj^s. It is sub-
jective, certainly. But tMs subjectivity cannot be called a
weakness bec^se Brovning deliberately attempted to make it so.
Whether or .lot he was v.'ron^T in his attempt only posterity casi
tell. All we can do is to jud^re it as sanely as possible upon
its effectiveness as it now stands, if presented on the st^e.
If, in The Return of the Druses Browning had moved directly
from the exciting force, the return of Loys to the island, to
the murder of Hie Perfect by Anael, and then after the murder
hadjin a vivid scene^throv^n a penetrating light backAi^ards upon
the mental and spiritual ccnflict that led up to the act, we
should have had Shakespearean obj ectivity; exactly such as
Shakespo-.ire uses in the bajiquet scene in ¥acb_eth_which reveals
in a flash the stinigfles which preceded the murder of Panquo.
He did not do this however. He wished to present more fully
than would be possible by Shakespeare's method the ment al and
1
Macbeth, Act. Ill: 4.
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spiritual strufct-"! es that preceded the action not at flu expense
of the action "but only tomsLke it more clear. Anaol's motive
was not s.e simple as tha^ of Vac'heth, It, if not explained
"beforehand could not "bo maSe clear. /^Comparative estimate of
the values of the t -wo methods canDot fairly be made of course,
except in the matter of their final effectiveness and this I
shall ta]ce up under various h eads.
The remote-ness from human interest which is a criticism
-I' i-^ frequently TDrouf:ht against The_ Return of tiie Druses
1
I have spoken of elsewhere. In subject matter it is remote,
"but it has not been pointed out, that appropriate sta^e
scenery and the costume and "make-up" of th e char acters would
go far toward removing this object ion. The costume tliat the
characters wear in Act. I, the scene in .Ajct. II bet ¥aani
2 5
and Anael, that between Djabal and Anael in Act. Ill, and in the
v/hole of Act. IV.^ would certainl.y give much of the information
needed and tend to cut do^m to its very lowest figure the sense
of unreality and remoteness. The general situation is hardly
more rejaote than that of ^sqnlet^f or example.12 3
See above p. 4. Act . 11-^1-177-256. Act . III-lt-77-205.
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1
I have dir.cussed at some length a'hove the uniform adequacy
of the hiotivation in the r^lajr, Thi? uniformity is p-enerally
admitted except in the case of Anael'p death after her cry of
2
"^Hakeem.' " near t}ie middle of Act V. a discussion of ?rhich ms
given in connect ion \7i th the study of iiie character. The
criticism too, that Brovminf:'s charact ers"do not act "but think",
that his plays "appeal to tlrie rea.son rather than to the imag-
ination" seems on first thoughts very true of his plays. Here
the insistence is especi ally put upon the motive or purpose of
the act rather than upon the significance of th e act itself.
The attenpt of Anacl to shov; herself worthy of Dja^bal "by kill-
ing the Perfect, the conflicts tliat result in Djabal's fatal
delay in doing it himself^ and tl-B final accusation that ends
in the death of th e tvo lovers a.re weighte^i '--ith thought cer-
tainly. i±' appeala- directly t o the reason, but they appeaX
too, to ';he imagination: not to tie fancy it is true, but to
that deeper imagination Thich aids t};Le i-^ason in realizing as
actual, characters and situations that exist onlj'" in the mind.
The length of the speeches which is unusual, tends to
1 2
See p. 17. Act.V.-i-293.
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create a feeling of heaviness which is the result largely too,
of the analytic nature of the play. In order to come toa
more definite idea regarding the comparative length of speeches
in Erovming and Shakespeare, I have, at the risk of appearing
inconsistent, made a detailed study of the length of speeches
in ]^Lacl:)^th_ and The_ rvetjii2n__p_f jttie Druses^ rhich can perhaps best
be Stat od in a. table.
The. Retu ni__pX
_^_§ Druses }llB.chcth^.
Total ¥o. of lines 1780 ?.075
Act. I. - No. lines - 367 479
1
"
" - shortest speech- 1 line. 1 line.
" "
-longest " - 31 " (Loys) 29 " (Lady Mac .
Average length of speech - 6.2 4.5
Act. II - :^To. lines 374 308
1
ft
n
"
- shortest speech i 1
"
- longest " 61 (Djabalf 34 (Macbethf
Avera^re length of speech 8.2
1 2
not camting exclamations. Act. I -1^^ 336-367.
3 4 5
I:5:t-29. 11:1-61 11:1:33-61.
iI
I
i
I
.1
i
i
i
j
t
.
•*
I
I
ii
i
I
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Act.III - Ko. lines
The^ Ret]arn_of^ the Druses
327
- short erAr speech
- lor^'':est
Average Icn^-^th of speech
33 (Perfect)
6.4
Mac'b eth
44-9
34 (Hecate)
4.5
Act. ly - iTo. lines
1
- sno 2-t es t sp o e ch
- loHt-^est speech
average len^2:th of speech
319
1
4
39 (Loys)
7.66
480
1
5
24 (Malcolm)
3.66
Act. V. - Hi lines
II II
n II
- short est speech
- loHtTest speech
Av era^re length of speech
393
25 (DJabal)
6.75
359
16 (Malcolm)
3.5
Pinal average length 7.4 4.4
Frorn this ta^ble we find that tie average iengthi of speech
in The B^f^rn^j^f^ thQ_J)ruses _j._s_ almost twice as great as the
1 2 3
Wot counting exclamations. Ill -11-243-276: III:5;2-35;
4 5 6 7
IV -££-151-190: IV:3:115-137: V: 366-391: V:8:60-75.
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corresponding scvcrar.e in Fadbjeth^, I shotild state, ho^'^ev er,
that the avera^-je in the case of _The Retiirn _of Druse_s is
V ejy greatly brought up "by se-ve ral v erj^ long speeches, as in
Act. IV, Y7h ere besides the one gix^en above, a number o f -^s^
lov^r ones occur: one of 28 lines spoken hy D.jabaL; another
of 20 lines, also b^' Djabal; and one of 30 lines spoken by
Loys; and it does not take into consideration, in either
Ma_cb_eth_ or The_&et!irn o^f_ tie_I)ni_ses the a ai-y exclamations of
less than one-half line in length. Such an av g-Rge length
suggests a Corresponding weight of thought which is certainly
a forcible objection to Brovming's play as c crapared ^r^ith that
of Shakespeare.
In the great length of soni e of the gjeeches one sees
Bro"^7ning*s tendeno:,^ torard monologue. This however, far from
being a weakness is one of the best of Browning's devices. It
is admirabl^'^ suited to his purpose, that of bringing out
clearly the othe)*wise almost inexpressible mental aid spiritual
sti-ug^TiLos of his characters. ITo dialogue however skillful c oild
approach Browning's monologue in coherence and comprehensiveness
- qualities indispensible in his drama; it i s for swiftness of
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portrayal unequalled.
In the matter of soliloquies, in a comparison "b et vje en T he
R_ejU^xn_oX .th_e^ Dru^s^s_ and Ma_ch the results of v-hich I can
"best show ag:ain "by a taUe, I find that Hacbotli exceeds The
Return of the Druses "by about fift.y lines. By soliloquies I
have understood those speeches v/hich occur when the speaker is
alone on the staf:e.
Act. I- Act. II- Act. Ill- Act . IV- Act. V-
The Return of the Druse s 30-114:. 76-it. ll-tt. Zl-lt. 0-tL.
Macbeth 75-it. 68-id. 41-it. 0-i£. Ib-tt.
Total - The Retui-n of the Druses - 148-lines.
Total - Macbeth - 199 -lines.
In this connection v;e may consider too, the matter of
asides, in which Th^ RejtujTi_oX the_ Di^ Jfecb eth^ by
an astonishing number of lines. By asides I have m (?an.t those
speeches which a charact in conv a*sation with others has made
either to himself or to a companion standing near, but riot to
all of the persona^:es at tiie t inie on the sta^e.
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Act.I- Act. II- Act. Ill- Act. IV- Act.V.
The Return of the Druses 36-ti. 56-li. 9-tl.
Macbeth 25-1^4 9-]^. IZ-tt. O-M.
Total - The RetLirn of the Druses - 216-lines,
Total - Macbeth - 47-line s.
In asides then The^ Petu m_oX ?nL*5es_exceeds MacJ)_eth_ 1^7
one hundred and sixty nine lines. Hov^cy or while one is, in
some scenes, conscious of a preponderance of asides, a? for
1
exajuple in Act. II rrhere D.jabal and Anael are first together,
he does not on the vrhole I tHink, realize their ^reat number.
Brovning does not inana^e his dialo^e so skillfullj'- as he
does his raonolof^ie or his dramatic soliloquies. He tends to
rush to extreines in length of speech - his monolo^es are ex-
ceptionally long, and his dialogue is *5ccep tionally broken, and
its speeches short. The broken, uneven nature of frie dialogue
has given rise to the criticism of artificiality. If, hov;-ever,
one rial: 03 a study of the dialogue to determine its ease and
naturalness he •';7ill find but little difference between it and
the monologue in these respects. It is, in many places, exceed-
1
Act.II - - 256-322
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ingly broken, aiid such a brokenness v^ill alvrays leave an im-
pression of effort. Then too, the nBaning is not alYrays so
readily- sier^ed as in tli e case of tii e rnonolo^e, a fact largely
due however, in dialogue, to 1he incoraiDleteness of the various
speeches. The fact that Broviking never ha'^> hidden meanings
in the speech of any character greatl?/ lessens the difficulty.
His meaning is alwaj^'s on the i^urf ece and he is struggling as
hard to "be understood as the hearer is to understand.
There are times, however, when his effort seems not to
have met complete success. There is indeed, acert ain"o'bscurity
of action" constantlj?' charges against him, and rhich is felt
at certain times "by all except the most familiar readers. He
is not obscure nevertheless, so much as a result of his diction
as because of the elliptical nature of his style. Nor is his
obscurity, either, because he is especially profound. He is not
"capricious" nor "tongue-tied."*^ The trend of thought and
action is so natural, so obvious to him that he advances with.
a rapidity vrhich in some instances makes a clear understanding
impossible on first reading. Cert ainly he is not more obscure
than Shakespeare is at times, although there is, of course, a
1
S ee JV[i_c^t2/iiiiI PP-2*LS_, E, C, Stedman, Chap, on Brovming.
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great difriTerence in the nature of tie obscurity. Snakespeare ' s
is that which comes from resxiing sixteenth centurj'' literature
with a nineteenth century mind, w?iile Browning's comes from
the inalDility of ^hQ nineteenth c oitury mind to comprehend
nineteenth century literature. It is not, however, "becaase
Browning is perverse that he is obscure, but because he has a
mental sv/iftness that outruns the ordinary mind in perceiving
hidden relations, <aauses -ai I effects, and he has forgotten or,
more likely'", has never known that iiie average mind must lag far
behind building bridges over the gaps that he takes with a
single leap.
These natters of monologue, dialogue and diction are not
faults serious cnoug:h to rnalce the play a failure upon the st^e.
They v^ould i:iake its success a harder matter to secure, but all
the inore valuable when secured. Uo actor vrho did not feel
keenly the power of the p3-ay and who was not capable of in-
telligent and sympathetic impersonation could in any way do
justice to it. Players possessing such power could, I believe^
meQ-re clear the marvellous characterization, tYs significance
of all the '^aried play of episode and circumstance; could make
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Rptiini__pf_ Druse s a succer>s on the sta^e.
The exceptional abilitj'" necessary in the actors to 'bring'
out ti?. e character and plot sig:nif ic once T»rould make easy many
of the difficulties arising frcrti obscurity of diction. But
the actors v.'ould not have t o do it alL. They v^ould find the
difficulty of making the action clear pxQQ-tly lessened "by the
vividness of the loc -oL setting, by the use of scenery, of
tribal costume and omaiaentat ion; and by exceedingly artistic
stage grouping and tremendous scenic effects.
The scene of tii e action throughout the pi is a hall in
the Perfect's y^alace. That, vhile it may be gorgeous enough,
need not be unusual in beauty; but the reader or the spectator
is conscious throughout of the rich, oriental background "vrhich
so frequently expresses itself in the v;o rds of tjic speakers.
These Druses are children of the desert, and their imagery is
alwa;^''S tiie imagery of the desert, or of f ar-a,v'ay, remenSre red
Lebanon. There is a vividness ai d sensuous b '=B,uty in these
memories that permeates the vfeole piece, and adds a certain
gorgeousness of fo mi and color tha.t would aid the players
1
greatly. Khalil speaks of "this dim iselet's virgin solitude;"
1
Act. I - £-90.
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I
1
Lebanon is referred to as "the somber g:rooves". Khalil sa3'"s
again : -
"VvTiy pour they vdne
Flavored like honey and bruised mount aln herbs.
Or vrear those strings of sun-dried cedar fruit?
- ----- Smell.* - Sweet cane, saved in Lilith's breast
thus long -
2
Sweet,' - it grors v/ild in Lebanon".
Djabal, referring to Anael says:-
- "who in my path
Curled up like incense from a Mage-king's tomb
VQien he v^ould have the v/ayf arer descend
3
Through the earth's rift, and b «3ar rich treasure forth",
Again Djabal says:-
*'T/hich yet has served that flower-like love of hers.
To climb by like the clinging gourd, and clasp
With its divine st wealth of leaf and bloom.
Could I taJce down the prop-work, in itself
So vile, yet interlaced aid overlaid
1 2
Act. I - i*.224. Act. II. - - 74-76; 80-82,
3
Act. II. - 11 - 165-169.
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V/ith painted c^ps and fruitage - might these still
Bask in the sun unconscious thair ovn strength
Of matted st aLk and tendril had replaced
1
The old support tins silently withdrav^n".
But finest of all the figures i^ that in v/hich Anael so
bitterly repudiates Djabal. -
"Bow to the dust, thou basest of our kind*
The pile of l&ee, I reared up to the cloud -
l^iJll, midvray, of our fathei's* trophied tombs.
Based on the living rack, devoured not ty
The unstable desert's jav;s of sand, - falls prone!
Fire, liiusic, quenched: and now thou liest there
2
A ruin, obscure creatures will moan through".
The great vividness that such touches as this vould bring
to the aid of the actors v:ould eliminate some of the difficulty
of interpretation. Besides this there is picturesque costume
a-:d gorgeous decoration to aid tie actors in making the action
clear. The costurae v;hich the Druses wear at the beginning of
Act. I, the richness of the interior decoration of the Hall
1 2
Act. II - Xi - 288-296 Act. IV - ^ - 96-102.

which the iOruses despoil, Loys in"hip: gaj attire" with his
"houses blazon", the ^Rhodian cross" and his straight "new
sword" "annealed - - - on the blade in blue", would not- only
make a verj'- picturesque effect, but v^ould give information as
to the scene of the action and the different races concerned in
the action. In Act. II, "Anael in saffron vestures of the
tajllret girls" with "the sharp side" of her khandjar "along
the heart", the Perfect in Act. Ill in his gray robe of office,
the tiara and robs v/hich Djabal is to a? sume at his exaltation
in Act, IV, in the last Act, the vestures of the tumultuous
Druses, initiated and uninitiated, the Uuncio and th e Venetian s
with their Admiral and the standard, would unite to give great
vividness to speeches and actions. It is hard to find a play
where the possibilities of pictorial brilliancy are greater.
This vividness of setting, of seen ei^?- and costume combine
to (sreate in part a third quality in which The_ Epturn^X
Druses excels, that of artistic stage grouping and of powerful
scenic effects. An instance of such effective grouping is to
be found in Act. 1 when Loys suddenl3'' enters upon t lie exulting
1
Druses. They are silent at his approach, foiming a picturesque;
1
Act. 1 - £ - PA3,
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group in their "black and x^ite gov/ns and turbans, and Loys
stands alone "^TeforQ them vondering at their silence - Loys in
all the bravery of his knightly cortiune ™-ith the bou.yant en-
thusiasm, v/hichJnakes the island look "brighter than its wont".
Tlie contrast of costume is admirably managed here as is also
the strong character contrast v/here the sjjirits of East and West
are finally brought face to face for the final struggle.
Again in the dialogue between Maani and Anael, in which
1
.lnael*s tribal g-own is being arranged, we have a simple but
effective scene group. The conversation between t liem suggests
at times certain ones between Olivia and Viola in T}'^'elfth_
Ni^ht. Later, when Djabal enter? and Anael tries to kneel to
2
him, and wistfully expresses her grave doubt of his divinit.y,
we have a scene that could be laade v eiy beaxlitiful by a coiipe-
terit actor. Another of .auch t hEs same nature occurs in Act. Ill
where, even v-hile avowing her faith in him, she continually
calls him Djabal. Another scene of fine dramsttic power in the
same act is at the end, where the P o'f ect about to leave Loys,
says: -
1 2
Act. II - ti - 176-256. Act. II - - 256-268.
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"This is the first time for long, j^ears I enter
Thus (lifts the arras) vrithout feelin^r just as if I lifted
1
The lid up of my tomb".
The v/holo of Act. IV is tremendouslj'- drairicatic; at the very
beginning Djabal, determined on the nurder of the Perfect,
2
dashes apide the Arras to stab him, and discoT a's Ariael; her
scream, as Djabal exclaims, in disappointment at not f inding-
3
the Perfect, "And here you spoil all - Anael the Perfect comeaa!
4
Then with the first sight of blood upon her the climax begins.'
The scene that follovrs is intensely/ dramatic. In its v ii''idnes s
and power it resembles the .'jieeting of Macbeth and Lady T'-acbeth
5
after the j.iurder of Dunean, and it is scarcely'' less great.
Here hovrever, the man has tempted to the sin, and now is
stronger; for Anael, at first exultant in her crime, suddenly
exchanges exulta,tion for terror as she sees the blood apparently
spreading. Horror at her crime succeeds, which finally ends
in a pathetic m.imbness to all except the memory of the dead
man when she fled from him. All her clamoring for Djabal's
1
Act. Ill 306-308.
4
2
Act.r/-;^-20.
5
Macbeth
3
Act. IV- jei- 22-23 .
Act. IV. -t-29. - 11:2.
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and her own exaltation gives v^epr to this pitiful stupefaction.
Her far avray:
1
"Did I sta"b him once or tviice or laany tines?" and:
2
"His head lies south the portal"^ again suggests Lady Jfecb eth
3
in her sleep-walking scene» once nnre a realization of outv^ard
things canes to her, and in a perfect fren^, she demands of
Djabal that he save her, ^hich he cannot do. Then canes her
supreme denunciation of him rhich ends in a. wore quiet command
that he shall tell the Druses at once. All of this is the
very height of tragic intensity aiid for dramatic quality cannot
be paralleled in Brooming unless "by the scene "betreen Ottima
and Sebald in ^iprja Pas^se^s^. It has rarely "been surpassed "by
an3' vriter. The exceeding quietness of the action v/hidh imme-
diately succeeds the crisis is another excellent touch.
Almost at the end of Act. IV we have an exceedingly
dramatic situat. ion. l>oysy aft er disclosing to Djabal, with
e)«pressions of the deepest friendship his succession as Perfect
learns that DJabal is accused by the guards of the Perfect's
1 2 3
IV:1:62; IV:l:68; Macbethjy-.l.
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murder. He springs at his friend ^'^itli a "burst of fury and
attempts to staTD him. Tho abrupt and complete change in Loys
is intensely interesting.
For pure picturesqueness, Act.V is, throuf=^hout, unusually
good.The intere.^. is not, at first, very tense until the end
where the decline of the action to 1he ca.tastrophe becomes
rapid. There are, however, some v a'y dramatic situations here;
one \vhere the veil of the accusing Druse is snatched, rev ©,ling
1 ^
Anael> another, Loys* pas.'v ion ate appeal toAnael, to compare
his honor v;ith Djabal's, and "bestow her love on the upright and
worthy.
-------
-"we will stand -
We do stand, see, two men,' - - - -
V^o's worth her, I or than? I - who will for Anael
Uprightly, purely, kept mj'' way, t te long
True way - left thee each "by-path, boldlj'- lived
Without the lies and blood - or than, or thaa
2
Me.' Love me, Anael.' Leave firie blood and him.'"
And finally the supreme monent of A_nael*s life when recognizing
1 2
Act.V - t - 231. Act. V. - 11 - 254-260.
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1
the divinity of Djabal's love, she proclaims him "Hakeem.*"
and falls dead, to the terror of the i^oveHing Druses. These
short, dis1^i§ted episodes are points of umt^ picturesqiienes
s
in an unus^lly picturesque scene. The Huncio with his ^a,rds
whom he cautions to "keep close", vrhile he pretends a paternal
confidence in the faithfulness of the Druses which he does
not feel; the half- skeptical, vacillating uninitiated follow-
ers of Djabal^ resisting, yet influenced "by the Nuncio's
sophistry, crowding together on the opposite side, Khalil*s
retorts to the iJuncio and finally the entrance of DjahaL who
^7ith a strange decisive power, the result, in a large part of
pure personal ma^rnotism, a^rain inspires confidence in his
wavering follov/ers who have been rapidl?/ falling away from their
faith: -"After all I knw' nothing of Djabal beyond what
Karshook says; he knov/s but what Khalil says who knows just
2
what Dj abal says himself". In this recovering of Uie Druse
faith in hira there is a most offective c^-xitrast betveen
Djabal and the ITuncio. finally at the end of the act -^ have
a truly brilliant spectacular effect, when the Venetians, led
1 2
Act. V - 1 - 293. Act. V. tL - 83-85.
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"by thoir Admiral ente r vritli their standard and the tumultuous
Druses, realizing that their Return is aT^ait to be consumat ed
hail them as deliverers.
A fault naz^ l?e f cw.nd vrith msny of these most dramatic
scenes in that they a.re too crowded, "both in number of character
participating and in significance. The.y do, at tijnes, seem so
croT.'ded, so complex that the spectator "becomes almost worn out
in the effort to follow. There is little to lessen this strain
little relief of any kind; but the;/ are on this very accound
exceedingly unified and Tyell connected. Indeed the extreme
unity of the play seems to make up for the lack of relief that
one is conscious of at times - notably in the last act v;here
the Nuncio's ^vords to the Disuses are constantly modified by
his asides to his guai'ds, when the Druses, initiated and un-
initiated bend vrith every force that is brought to b aar upon
them, vrhether of the Nuncio, KhaLil or Djabal, vhere "Loys*
scorn for Djabal and his passion for Anael iss, sho?m supremely,
and the vrhole ends with the entrance of the Venetians. Eirery
line iiere is full of significance, and although the action is
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not intense the act demands an at tent ion that is likely to em
in sheer exhaustion with the pi ay.
1
Concerning;: the unity of ttie dramas, J. R. Lov^ell says
truly:- "in the dramas that interdependence of parts which is
one of their most striking and sin^lar merits, makes any
passa^:e tal^en by itself do jrreat injustice to the au.thor. These
dramas are not made up of a number of beaut,ios distinct and
isolate as pearls threaded upon the string of the plot, i^ach
has a permeating life and spirit of its own. When we would
brealc off any fragment we cannot find one v^hich will by itself
approach completeness. It is like t oaring a limb from a living
body. 7or these are ^^rks of art in 1he truest sense. They
are wonderful statues in which ov erything sup erfluous ha,s
been sternly chiselled away, and v/hose wonderful balance
might seem tameness to the ordinary observer who demands
strain as an evidence of strength".
Certainly in unity of treatment, in uniformity of move-
ment, in nobility of conception, Th e_ R^etu rii_of_ the Truses
may trulj'" be called "great art". Because it breaks ar/ay from
1
In North American Review, Vol. 66: 374.
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the old established mles of the drama it is not essentiaDly
"bad. There is no "mental arrogance" in Browning *s" scorn of
authority. He has conscientiously vrritten a new kind of drama
which, in the instance of The Return of the Drus_es at least,
v/ould certainly, if v/ell staged and ^'^ell acted, approach the
Shakespearean drama in effectiveness.
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